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Election rescheduled

Results not available at press t i m ~
Due to the malfunction cf voting
machines, the homecoming queen
election held Monday, Oct. 29, was
voided.
The voting machines had been
programmed for five votes per person
instead of the' one vote that had
previously been decided upon. Some
students took advantage of the situation
and voted five times according to Gus
Pantazis, president of the Student
Government Association (SGA). The

machines ended up with over 120 extra
election votes .
According to President Panbzis, the
only way to check the machines was for
some official tocast the first vote on each
machine. This was not done so the
problem was not known until the votes
were being counted.
The election foulup was presented to
the SGA Monday night a t their weekly
meeting. The senators voted to void the
first election and reschedule another one
for Wednesday, Oct. 31, with a run-off on
Thursday, Nov. 1.

Hotel & ARS - Better than ever
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By LISHA BROWN
And CHUCK McCARTY
Pete Mathews Coliseum rocked
Tuesday night to some first class
'Cbarnpajgne Jam" with the wtum of the
Atlanta Rhythm Section and Hotel. An
excited student body jumped bleachers
and knaked down chairs to get good
seats for the 1979 homecoming event.
Hotel was better than ever, setting the
mood with some cf the iatest cuts off
their new album, "Hotel." The crowd
responded enthusiastically to such hits a s
"You'll LOve Again," "Your Green
Eyes" and "You've Got Another Thmg
a m i n ' ". Hotel's increasing popularity
has made them an overnight success on
the charts. Thev're lookine and sounding
more professkal with- each she;
Hotel's outstanding performance
provoked the crowd into yelling "more !

body who were teehng no pain AHS put
m a fantastic show, playing everyone's
favorites and more. "Champagne Jam,"
a hit that has become the trademark of
the group really got the audience out of
their chairs and on to their feet.
"Spooky" (in the celebratiop! of
Halloween) were just a few of tfie
seemingly endless chain uf hits the group
performed.
Also includedin the concert were songs
dedicated to the memory of the ill-fated
Lynard Skynard Band and to entertainer
cf the year Willie Nelson.
After the first "gmd night" the crowd
refused to let ARS leave withmt an encore. The crowd jumped up and down,
put their hands together, and flicked
their Bics in overwhelming excitement
when
encared with
~~~
quested "Georgia Rhythm."
--

The Southerners are just one of the many attracrions at H~rnwcoming'79

"more !
provoked the crowd i n k
more!", ~.e:~ltingkn one enewe ar,d a
standina ovanon.
The Atlanta Rhythm Section* began
their show wlth a toast to a J'vllle student

requested "C~orgiaRhythm."
'fie audience left the caliseun~happy
and very entertamed, rnaklkg
homecumlng concert '79 a fantasbc

47 JSU students listed in 1979-80 Who's
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HOMECOMING COMMITTEE, DARRELL CRAVEN. CHAIRMAN
Standing from left to right: Kim Puke., Fumingon Hilh. m m ; Cdvin Sledge. Blraingh.llr,

Aiclhma; Jerry Stinson. Oxford. Alabama; Dun11 Craven. Jaebonville, AlaBM* Sandra P v v i q Huntsville, Alabama. Seated. Mas. J u h Snrad, Director DcvclopmentlAlumni md Dr. k c s t Stone. Reddent.
JSU.

Welcome To JSU Graduates And Friends
Jacksonville State University in today larger than it has ever been in history. Our
e m b e n t is very close to 7500 and has been growing steadily for the past 36 yeam.
Our capital outiay program continues to expaid. ~ e o c c u ~ i our
e d ~ ~ W R O T Cf&ty
and om new Music Addition this fall. Our new Performing Arts and Classroom Center
on January 1,1980. We hope to commence wnatractioeoa
is stheduled to be -pied
a new girl's dormitory in the near future and to renovate some seven or eight existing
dorms.
We have, as haa been the case for several years, a number of new faces on our faculty.
They come to us well prepared and well recommended. We are proud of our quality
f a d t y and of the finest student body in the Southland.
Mra. Stone and I cordially invite you tb the reception on the third floor of the St-t
Commons Building immediately after the Homecoming football game. We want to me
all of you, and we want all of you to me one another.
Yours cordially.

Rddmt'e k t w n S
tbg.mie.mAllumi,
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Jcrr State in saying.
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iumuik*adhad~tB*dc.ssd,Plca~
MY
br &a m evcllt. b ~r u ~ ~ n e e d .

Ernest Stone
President

Mrs. Louise Tredaway
She is a remarkable woman. Mrs. Tredaway
has always maintained a sense of the past, the
present, and the future. She can see the good
in yesterday, its a ~ ~ l i c a t i otonthe mesent and
itdeontribotion 6 ihe future.
Her career has spawned a lengthy period
from girlhood to college, from college to
teacher in a nual school, to a few years in
business, and dwing all this she performed
the duties of a housewife.
Her loyalty to friends and the memories of
yesteryear found an outlet during the past
vears in brinninn tomther annuallv the
&ends she h>w-in ;he davs of t i e old
Jacksonvilie State Normal ~chbol.
This was a full-time job as it involved
telephone c a b , a multitude of letters, and persord contact in other forms. These annual
mwtings took place during Homecom-

ing-days involving the old Normal Sehml
years, the Jacksonville State Teacher's College, the Jacksonville State College, and the
Jacksonville State Universitv.
Through her persistence and devotion to the
project, the banquets involving tke d d g r a b
took place on the eve preceeding homecolning
day on the campus. It would be impoesible to
estimate the number of hearts she gkddmed
by bringing the former grads together in
which there were parties, programs, and exchange of memories of the past.
Now. due to an incamcitatinn illness. she
has mluctantly given
the c o k e she pursued and loved over the years.
Louise Tredaway can take a deep sense of
satisfaction that she has brought pleasure to
so many over the years.
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FOR ANY GIFT TO THE UNIVERSITY
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Christmas Celebrations for families of the military in
Vietnam. Extra toys and gifts were given to the Birmirnnham Fire DenartmenL
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Your bunion l3mmitwm
Elaine Mffinr CMpbdl Harbst Griffin
Guy S h a
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Fond memories of women's dean
Marches to the movies in the late 40s. Ironed and foiled
grilled cheese sandwich= in the late 70s. Required meal
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Vietnam. Extra toys and gifts were given to the ~ i r mingham Fire Deprtrnent.
According to Dean Higginbotham, even the JSL
children gdt invdved. Not so long ago, Amy Childers,
daughber of Tim and Debbie Child-,
New Dorm
directors in 1977, constantly told people, "I'm a little
Gamecock. "
For thase of you who have fond memories of Pamell,
projections are that mnovation will soon take place due to
an anticipated increese in occupants. Those of you who
tend to enjoy more modem living conditions will beglad to
know that the addition of anather women's dorm is
planned for the near fu-.

grilled cheese slndwiches in the late 70s. Required meal
* d e b and t h e girls to a roan.
Dean Miriam Higginbotham, dean of University
Women, has heard them all, from babies in the dorms
(dorm couple directors) to lasagna made in a corn pop-

She fondly remembers the Christmas Open House in
1% when the women were first allowed to have men

guests as visitors in thdr m a n s bebre 11p.m.
Another nostalgic mencry were the years 1965-1971
Js3len the SGA and the dwms @onsored annual Vietnam

Sketches of JSU for Alumni
Ruth Mary Wise Kirkland,
rhose paintings hang in
ollectionsin Hawaii, Texas,
'lorida, Mississippi, and
Uabama, creates art in!tzenced by her travels to
iapan and Hawaii. Her work
;dudes the "hcksmville

Landmark Co llecti on"--a lives in Jacksonville with her
pen and ink series, historic hsband, Ben. She is also
and civic brochures, and a e v e in various mbious,
menu covers.
civic,
and
arganizations.
Mrs. B.
mlaml,
With great pride and
was
in
and pleasure, Mrs. Kirkland's (
raised in HomROad~
pen sketch of Bibb Graves is (
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The Editor's corner
By JANA MOON

A time to show off
The World Bod Dictionary defines homecoming as
coming or returning home; a return to one's school,
college, camp or to set a time to have a formal
homecoming.
So this Nov. 3, that is what will be happening a t
Jacksonville State University, the students will be
sprucing up the campus and decorating everything that
does not move and a few things that do move in red and
white with a few gamecocks sprinkled liberally around in
apectation of showing the alumni, mom, dad, little sister

Hello, Alumni! This is my world and welcome to it.
Things have changed a little bit around here in the last
coupbe of years. For starters, you will notice that the
school is rapidly expanding northward. In 1990
Jacksonville State University will be renamed the
University of Piedmont. Alpo enrollment has expanded at
a rapid rate, this will come apparent to those visitors
who arrive on Thurs y cr Friday and try to find a
parking space. Last time I checked there were two
visitors spaces in front d Bibb Graves. Good luck.
To Greek Alumni it is to be noted that a couple of frats
have changed a d h s e s . This will be most noticed by old
Pi Kapps who park on the locat ion of the old AT0 house.
You AT0 alum don't be upset, though. Your new house is
just across the street fran the Copper Penny andsubs and
Suds providing easy access to extra f ood and brew.

k

and big brother around the campus. The alumni will look
in awe at the beautiful new buildings and the many added
features that have made this c a m p ~ sinto a major
university and a t the new breed of students.
Mom and dad will get a first hand bok at the place
where their child gaes and spends an that money and
time.
Yes, homecoming is a time to s h m off JSU to the rest of
the world and prove that she is indeed "the friendliest
campus in the South."

We hope that his year's homecoming slogan of
"Anything Goes," will please you. I t certainly seems to
describe thing around here late@, and if you don't
believe me check out the picture of Dr. Stone playing
tennis on page 9.
Those who mised last year's homecoming and are
attending their f h t game at the new Paul Snow Stadium
will hopefully be impressed, we are very proud of that
place it is the finest football facility in the Gulf South
Cmference. At the game you may noticea group a t the top
d the end zone section perfoming various and unusual
acts, just ignore than, they're harmless, we think.
All in all,JSU is still as good a school as you can find if
you are a student, and not a bad one to return to for an
alumni.
Happy Homecoming! !

This Bird's View
Tragedy at Gutf Shores

The student consumer
By MEKE MOON
The major concern d mast consumers today is the
soaring costs of encrgy, gasoline in particular. On this
fuel, students and others are dependent as their major
source d transportation. They use it to get to class, if they
live off campus, and to get to work if they have a job. More
importantly, they depend on it to get home.
This summer the nation s l f f ered its worse gas shortage
in history with lines hrrning at filling stations, first, on the
west coast then on the east. For students who live long
distances away from JSU, the re turn of this situation is a
frightening possibility.

historians to debate. What the people today must do is
face the reality of finding thase needednew fuels.
The most obvious and promising possibility at the
moment has to be alcohol. A slbstance that man has used
for centuries to help heal his wounds and cloud his brain
must now power his vehicles. Alcohol has many points in
its favor. It is clean and a relatively nonpolluting fuel.
Second, and even more important it is renewable. Man
can produce a new supply eveIy year to replace that
which has been used.
Today
alcohol's
mapr use-as a fuel is in gasohol. A
A

,-

Staring a t me from across my desk right n w are two
seemingly insignscant and unrelated objects. One is a
bell. It's a brass bell, a b t five inches indiameter. It has
.a lead clapper on the inside and a steel bracket on the
outside. The bell has apparently been removed from
something because the paint is chipped around the two
screw holes on the tradret. The other object on my desk is
a cap. It has a broad red bill and a white dome. Inscribed
across the front desk is a cap. It has a broad red bill and a
white dome. Inscribed acros the k on t of the dome in red
are the words, "Redneck Riveria." The cap is a little
grungy, with a brown ring around the bottom where the
owner sweated under the hot sun
The bell used to fit on a popdcle truck. The cap was
worn by the driver as he drove around Gulf Shores,
Alabama, known affectionately by some as the Redneck
Riveria. Both the ice cream business and the resort are
now destroyed. Along with them the hopes and dreams of
many people were also destmyed. An on the same day in
the hands of a not too friendly tourist named Hurricane
Fredesiel

BY
MAURICE
BOWLES

jigsaw puzzles out of the swimming pools and sidewalks
and made wind tunnels out of souwniour shops.
While the residents were trying to determine where tc
start cleaning up, tfie whole nation focused on them.
Generosity overabcunded as truckload after truckload of
food was sent by sympathetic observers from every state
in lhe union. The Red Cros and the National Guard came
down. Even the Preadent flew over in his helicopter.
Money and help were on the way, the 'residents were
promised.
In the chaos that followed, the people of Gulf Shores
pledged to rebuild the resort "by next summer-if not
sooner!" The emergency brought out the best in some
people. Strangers sprouted up to help clear debris off of
pmperty. Women worked in shifts cooking food at the
relief center. Some cf those with homes still standing
dmated shelter for the homeless. Dump trucks and
moving equipment came out of nowhere to help in the
digging out. Churches were flooded with anonymous
contributions.
But lf traeedv hrinas mt the test in scum- i t s ~ a w n the
s

west coast then on the east. For students who live long
distances away from JSU, the re turn of this situation is a
frightening possibility.
For decades, many d the world's leading scientists
t i e d to warn the industrial nations that they could not
become dependent on b s i l fuels and must seek out
alternate renewable sources of energy. They were not
heeded. Why the leaders d the world both in business and
pditics refused to belief the obvious for so long, is for the
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which has been used.
Today alcohol's m a p r use a s a fuel is in gasohol. A
mixture of 90 per cent gasoline and 10 percent alcohol.
This fuel can be bum ed by all cars and has a higher octane
rating that regular unleaded gas.
Gasohol is now available in Calhoun County a t most
Arco sGtions. The price is high, costing roughly $1.11 per
(See CONSUMER, Page 10)

-

Right of center
To: The Honorable James Earl Carter, President of the
United States of America.
Mr. President,
In looking wer the public reaction to your administration I have discovered what seems to be an exoess amcunt of criticisn for ycur foreign and national
security policy decisions. With all of this criticism which
has been heaped upon y w , I have long felt that your
mntributions to our nation's security should not go unnoticed. I therefore feel compelled to write to you and let
yau know that your work in that thankless pasition is
appreciated.
One important mwe was your decision to cancel the B-1
banber. The cast of this monster was considered
l fleet
prohibitive and well it shculd! The total E
production cost of $21.6 billion was equal to the Medicaid
and Medicare cast for the health care of 47 million aged,
disabled and poor persons. By doing away with this
%apon you probably improved the position of the

I
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drsadvantagfl of America and' did away with another
t h a t to wcrld peace. I applaud this move also because a
oontinued reliance an the B 4 2 bomber will insure our
military superiority, which is important in the image of us
held by the world. The fact that the Democratic Party
favors such mwes gives us even more hope f or the future.
A certainly laudable milestone of your Administration
was the treaties you signed, turning over the Panama
Canal to Gen. Omar Tmejos' government. America's
presence there has long been seen a s imperialistic and
now Latin American coun!ries have no reason not to turn
to us in the future, actually opening up new opportunities
for us in this area. This diplomatic gesture of good will
also did not pose any thqeat to our ability to project our
military might whenever it is needed and, if Torrejos will
keep a friendly face toward us, it probably even
strengthened that capacity despite some doubts.
( Mr. President, ym have unfodunately drawn fire from
many critics b r yaur decisions. Another of these on which
I must differ with ymr opponents was your postponement
d the neutron bomb, which is dreadfully designed to kill
people without damaging property. This inhumane
weapon would not have helped our nation's security,
which is why tremendcus efforts were begun to halt
development of this awful weapon. The opposition of
many West Germans to the deployment of this enhanced
radiation wamead (ERW) in thet country was thus
surpassed by our own Ycu can certainly understand then
our gratitude for ycur judgment on this. issue.

What is probably mostsurprising is that so many people
do not realize how much the new SALT agreement will
strengthen our security. It is generally agreed upon by
American policy experts such as disarmament negotiator
Paul Harnke that the very existence of nuclear weapons
threatens security because it is thought their existence
will make their use too tempting. It makes me feel good to
know that such conscientious peaple, including yourself
(e. g., when you stopped production of the MIRVED
Minuteman missile at 550 while SALT I1 allows a
maximum d 820) are reducing America's frightening
war-making potential, thereby strengthening world peace
and our image around the world as other countries begin
to see our superior ccurage. Senate ratification of the
treaty will eKhibit this tenacity and our good sense.
Karl Marx once said, "There is only one way to deal
with a power like Russia and that is the way of courage."
This is to let ycu how our appreciation for the amount of
courage you have shown. Ycu have certainly made the
world aware of our cantry's strength.
Sincerely,
Leonid Breznev,
Security Secretary, Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, chairman, Presidium of the Supreme Soviet,
Supreme Cornmandm of the Soviet Armed Forces.

many people were also destmyed. All on the same day ln
the hands of a not too friendly tourist named Hurricane
Frederic .
It has been nearly two months now since Freddie paid a
visit to Gulf Shores, but judging from the debris and
wreckage still scattered along the path he took, one would
swear it was just yesterday. The scene is much the same
as it was when the residents from the evacuation on
September 14. Freddie has picked up their 30 and 40 unit
motels and stacked them like building blocks against one
another. He took others and simply pushed them into the
middle of the street, making the original layout of the
town unrecognizable. He to& the $250,000 hunes d the
rich and tossed them into Oyster Bay. He took the rolling
white sand dunes and scattered them on the streets and
through the broken windows of the houses. He created

digging cut. Churches were flooded with anonymous
contributions.
But if tragedy brings out the best in some, it spawns the
worst in others. Some members of the National Guard
were even caught looting. Sightseers would stop and take
curtain rods, light fixtures and furniture from abandoned
house. Ice was being sold for $25 a bag. Some landowners
with other houses on their property wouldn't let the
criginal owners retrieve them
Now, a lot of the confusion has subsided. Rebuilding is
urderway. Grizzly construction workers have replaced
the scantily clad tourisis. Dump trucksand bulldozers line
the road instead of shiny convertibles. Progress is being
made, but it isn't anything like the residents had hoped.
(See BIRD, Page 6)

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
My name is Zeta and this is
my story. I was flying from
Europe to the U.S. and was
engaged in a lively
discussion with the beautiful
chick sitting next to me.
Suddenly the plane plunged
downwards and the chick,
with whom I was discussing,
vanished along with some of
the other passengers. Then
the plane was flying nwrnally again and the co-pilot
announced that the pilot's
sudden disappearance was
the cause of the sudden
plunge. At this point, some cf
the
passengers
were
hysterical as some started to
call for their missing folks.
My name is Fun and I love
to have fun. I was on my way
to studio 007 when, all d a
sudden, a car rammed into
me. I went to the car only to
find no one inside and then I
saw cars flyingabout cradly
and I was wondering when
the auto makers put the
automatic cars on the
market. Later I learned that
these cars were not
automatic but that their
drivers disappeared all of a
sudden. Thank Gal I was not
injured.
Ladies and gentlemen, my
mme is b v e and here is my
story. I love my wife dearly
and she is everything to me.
Also, we have three beautiful
children. We were in our
inner chamber discussing
the financial jackpotthat has
just come our way when, in
the twinkle of an eye, my
wife vanished right there in
my presence. I thought
maybe I was seeing double

and I ran frantically
throughout the house calling
for her. As I was running to
and fro, I collided with my
eldest son and I passed out.
When I came to, he told me
that my two other sons
vanished as they were horse
playing in his room.. When I
heard this, I went berserk. I
remember my wife saying
some thing about Jesus
coming to take her home but
I did not believe any of that
Jesus stuff.
Dear readers, the stories
of Zeta, Fun and Love may
soundstrange but that is just
the truth. Truly those people
are missing. Jesus is coming
for His people a s He
promised. Jesus said "I am
the way, the truth and the
life; no man coma unto the
Father but by me." J e s s is
coming back soon and,
before hissfxM Advant, He
will take "Born Again"
Christians out of the world in
the Rapture. Are ycu going
to be among those caught
up with Jesus? The choice is
yailrs to make.
To the Editor,
I was listening to the radio
the other day while c m muting to school and heard
the news broadcaster telling
of
the
fifty -thousand
homosexuals demonstrating
at the capital for equal
rights.
Today is a time of social
advancement and liberation.
Throughout time, different
people have been cppressed:
the blacks, the women and
even the christians. All of
them have come out ahead
far, as I believe the

homosexuals eventually will. a&erthat action is history, is
Who are we to say what is at least ridiculous and a t
right and what is wrong? most a slap in the face d we
Why do we pass judgement (myself- anyway) the
a~somecme because they are student's intelligence.
different? There are some
Question No. 1: How can
homosexuals that would the board of trustecs (Oh
prove to be a great asset to that word! ) now approve the
their community if only raising d tuition to $300 after
society would give them a we were already charged
chance. Let us not be so back in August?
blinded by the "gayly"
Question No. 2: How can
colored light that we cannot they now approve the
do what is best for the resurfacing of the university
people.
streets and parking lots after
Most of all we need to this job was done last
realize that homosexuals are summer?
real people with real human
Question No. 3: This has to
emotions. They have a right do with the question of a p
to be recognized for what propriation or misapthey can do and not for what propriation or as it was so
they are. A chance; that is wisely pte., "the moving of
all they ask for. So why don't funds." Five thousand
we, the Future of America, ddlars was 'moved' from
help them to help make a President Stone's travel
better and more liberated expense account to his
America.
salary. Was this done in
anticipation
of
his
Name Withheld
retirement so that a
somewhat larger pension
Dear Editor,
The article in the Chan- will now be paid to him?
ticleer last week further g ~ s I don't know the answers to
to show the inner workings d these questions. I hope that I
this school. I am d course am not the only person on
referring to the reparts of the this campus who questions
meeting d the b r d d the board's actions, and I
hope that by a written and
trustees.
I hesitate to use the ward published response to this
trustee for the word itself letter, things will clear up in
instills a sense of trust and my mind as well as others.
Thank you fer allowing me
judging by the results of the
an
outlet for my questions.
h r d s ' last meeting, I do not
Michael W. Scoggirs
think they are wodhy d this
Dear
Editor:
sense of trust.
The
JSU Circle K Club
Now, I do not by any
means claim to knm the ins would Iike to extendyits
and outs of politics on this sincere appreciation to the
campus and this is why I am many individuals and
writing this letter, but it businesses who were once
seems unreasonable to me (see LETTERS, Page 12)
that approving an action
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Jana Burroughs

Susan Maddux

Amanda Smith

Pat Whitt

Elizabeth Britt

Cynthia Walker

Leigh Ann Thrash

A JSU study- - Instructor evaluations - Threat or feedback ?
-

By N. KARLOVICHSMITH
In a recent survey d 160 JSU undergraduate and
graduate Engl~shand Political Science students, over 50
percent (85) indicated that they had been asked to informally w r ~ t ean evaluation of a class and-or instructor
here a t JSU.
In an era not k n w n for student activism, the kind that
wwld demand such a process, and a t a time when faculty
pasitions are few and far between, it is interesting to note
that instructors are a&ing for informal feedback. Could it
be that these are the very hstructors whodo not need the
feedback or know they will read positive results?
The touchy consideration of whether a student can
separate liking an instructor because of personality from
appreciating an instructor because of subject expertise
was addresed in the survey. Of the 160 respondents, 133
answered that they could separate the two. Twentyseven
students said that they could not.
Although t h e m a p n t y of students implied that they
could dislike an instructor but still rate him or her highly
due to subject expertise, it is debatable whether or not

slggested that no evaluatims be done a t all.
Forty-four students said that instructor evaluations
should "be used to help determine which instructors stay
and which go." The word HELP is important. Unfortunately, once a department or college becomes involved with instructor evaluations without other consderation such as peer evaluations or classroom
visitations by trained observers, the evaluation often
becomes the only evaluative instrument.
Admittedly, good evaluative instruments are hard to
d e i g n and may be costly. An, evaluative consideration
like observation of the instructor can influence the
process due to the presence of a non-student in the room.
If the evaluation does affect retentions and promotions,
it is passible that students will abuse the power either
consciously or out of political ignorance.
According to Dr. Thomas Smith, dean of the College of
Humanities and Social Sciewes, the SGA a t JSU several
years ago published evaluations of instructors in the
campus paper. A ~ r t a i ninstructor was rated negatively.
The reader who skimmed the evaluation nrohahlv came

Ability to relate to students, 156.
Teaching ability, 156.
Concern about students a s persons, 132.
Research know-how. 87
Punctuality, 75.
A ~ w a r a n c e 41.
,
~ i i e v a n c eof subject to your life, 36.
Moral character. 4.
It is interesting to note that both the ability to relate to
students and the ability to teach were mentioned so
frequently. Where in college classes at the PhD. or
Master's level do potential college instructors learn how
to relate to students or learn to teach?
Dean Thomas Smith, a supporter of reliable and valid
'
evaluations a s part of a comprehensive accountability
system, is planning this fall to ask 20-25 graduating
students for feedback about departments and faculty in
the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. The
feedback will be conddered when evaluating lmg-term

Dr. Stephen Bitgood, asociate professor of psychology
and chakpersm d the Faculty Evaluation Committee for
the Faculty Senate, stated, "The forms used in 197677 by
a sample d JSU instructon were a problem. The
university administration is presently looking for funds to
implement a better evaluative system."
The program suggested by the committee for use a t JSU
is the IDEA system and developed at Kansas State
University would emphasize effective teaching a s
pmgres on course objectives . These objectives would be
developed by the instructors, allowing flexibility.
Based on the come lation between teaching techniques
and course objectives, the system a t a cost of $4000 to
$7500 would foclls m strengths and weaknesses a s well a s
areas for possible improvements. The results would be
used solely for feedbadr purposes.
It seems that a system aE this nature would be a positive
step in higher education, whether one i s in Alabama, New
York, or California.

wuu
U ~ ~ ~ U L C U I uuc DLLU I ~ I L ~ 1: 1 u i l ur Iler nlgruy
due to subject expertise, it is debatable whether or not
slch pmitive behavior would uphold such righteous
words.
Studies have indicated that although students don't
~ ~ c e ~ a rconnect
i l y their grade with the "grade" given to
the instructor, the posibility that the instructor will
clonnect the two and a s a result change his-her teaching is
evident.
Other studies discuss the extremely positive ratings
toward an instructor who begins the coursewitfi ''heavy"
~ q u i r e m e n t but
s then tapers df as the semester ends.
What about the passibility that an instructor whose
f~aching
style can be likened to an actorcomedian will be
rated far mom positively than the lofty but steady
acadernicianwhomu.stplow throughthedreadedclasses?
One definite question is the p u p a e of the evduation.
Will it be used to a) give feedback, b) affect retentions and
u A 0 - n -

ah,

itructor evaluations shmld be wed to give the instructor
feedback. Eighty-eight students suggested that
evaluations be requested a t the middle of a class term.
Perhaps this is a plea for input?
Sixty-nine students stated evaluations should be

campus paper. A certain instructor was rated negatively.
The reader who skimmed the evaluation probably came
away with a negative impression. The fact that only two
students rated the instructor was not stressed.
While positive evaluations can be envied or pleasantly
ued after retirement, hm does one handle the
mgative evaluations? Should the instructor be forced to
"systematic, debriefing programs"? will the
department chairperson, not wanting to lose support from
his-her subordinates and unwilling to recognize the
reliability of student observations, ignore the results? If
constructive criticism is ignored, how will students react?
Quiet cynicism?
Another major canideration is on what criteria should
imtructors be judged? The 160 JSU students surveyed
rated the following a s important qualities to be conIjdered:
Knowledge of subpet, '158.

*
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These youthfully styled Collegiate
Sport models are the deal cholce
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long-lasltng, trouble-free Schwlnn
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civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as
an Army officer.
So if vou'd like to earn over $6.500 while vou're still in college,
get into SMP. Because SMP can h d p ou do if You can bank on it!
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The Northeast Alabama Police Academy was
etablished in 1972 pursuant to the passage of the
Minimum Standards Act in 1971 by the State of Alabama
creating the Alabama Peace Officers Standards and
Training Commission. The selected location a t
Jacksonville State University placed it in a central
geographic area to provide basic law enforcement
tmining to 21 counties and 105 citiesin north and northeast
Alabama and advanced (specialized) training for the
entire state. This was made pcssible through the support
and cooperation d the Jadrsonville City Fathers, the
administration of Jacksonville State University and the
Peace Officers Standards and Training Commission.
This location provides excellent training facilities such
as: administrative officcs, class rooms, libraries, audiovisual closed circuit systems for sensitive materials,
gyms for defensive tactics and physical conditioning,
outside training and recreational facilities, and convenient food and lodging for the students.
The Minimum Standards Act requires law enforcement
training consisting of six weeks of intensified classroom
and field work deigned to qualify the newly employed law
enforcement dficer with the "basics" of law enforcement. Although the time is limited to six weeks, a s
opposed to one or two city owned academies that provide
in-house training I3 14 to 15 weeks, it is a well known fact
that a lot of training is padred into this time which grossly
exceeds the minimum training requirements.

EMT's Terry Blackmon, Ricky k v i s and ~ e f Standridge
f
(Photo By OPAL LOVETT)
how we can find a completely demolished automobile and
find a driver inside thathas mly rninorinjuries."
J e f fpointed out that more than 50percent of all accident
calls made by ambulaqce services are in response to
alcohol - related mishaps.
Terry Blackmcn, 20, also from Birmingham, recalled
his tense moments with the accident victim who stopped
breathing .
Terry said the m c k occurred near Germania Springs
recently when the driver of a new sports car lost control
and plowed into a row of fence posts.
"We immediately started to work trying to restore his
breathing," h e said. "That's one d the problems with
alcohol. Wreck victims sometimes stop breathing when
they lose consciousness. "
Jordan said the brain "is sometimes anesthesized by too
much alcohol, so the brain just forgets to breath." Jordan,
who was on hand with Terry at the scene of the accident,
revived the victim.
''I hope to put my basic EMT training to use when I
become an Alabama State Trooper after graduation from
Jacksonville," Terry said later. "A lot of small towns
dm't have emergency services, so state troopers are the
only people near enough in many cases to administer
basic life support ."
Other student volunteers include Greg Warren, a freshman from Jacksonville; Lanny Young,a sophomore from
Jadrsonville ; and David Herrin, a senior from Huntsville.
Jordan pointed out that the students are regular
members of the ambulance service, despite the fact they
carry full loads a t JSU. They work with the regular
volunteer staff of 27 basic EMTs, three ambulance attendants, five intermediate EMTs, five paramedics, and
15 drivers.
"Including those who live in Jacksonville and those who
attend school a t JSU, our coverage area includes about
25,000 pecple," Jordan said. "We have the only license
ambulance service in the county. We do not receive
support from the county government; we are strictly
supported by city tax money only ."
Jordan said students who volunteer in search of excitement are often disappointed.
"There is muchmcre to this kindof workthan lights and
sirens and blood and guts. About 80 percent of our calls
are of a non-emergency nature, including transfers from
nursing homes to hospitals.
..T--L--&llLa-I
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Student EMT's save lives
By JERRY HARRIS
Staff Writer
Ricky Davis was attending customers at the Western
C t o store in Jacksonville when the elderly woman in
hbbittown apparently slashed her wrists and throat,
:xposing her windpipe and arteries.
Moments later, Ricky was to begin a 20 minute ride he
uould never forget.
Terry Blackmon was home studymg when a
car
rareened off Pebarn Rmd and toppledupside down in a
iitch full of water,trapping the uncollsrious driver inside,
lis face inches away from rising water.
Jeff Standridge was watching TV when the driver of a
new Trans h ~ l a r n m e dhis .car thbugh 25 feet of fence
p a t s and stopped breathing.
Jeff and Terry were als, destined to take memorable
rides.
Ricky, Jeff and Telr y are among six full time students
at Jacksonville State University who work regular 12 hour
shifts a s student volunteers with the Jacksonville Ambulance Service.
They a r e Frequently called on to step outside academia
and away from jobs to make life and death decisions for
people in their coverage area.
Ed Jordan, a JSU instructor and president of the
Jacksonville Emergency Medical Association, feels the
students are "outstanding".
"These volunteers contribute a great deal to the community and surrounding area," he said. "They do so
despite full course loads and regular jobs, and they have
p r o v e n . themselves to be mature, cool-headed inI dividqls."
'
Ricky, 20, a Culirnan native, became interested in the
volunteer program when h e met his boss, R. G. Parris,
i manager of the Wetern Auto store. Parris is also a n EMT
and works regular shi%s "on call" b r the ambulance
service.
Friday, Oct. 12, was Ricky's first day as an ambulance
driver. When he was called that afternoon a t 3:30, he
dashed from the store to meet two Emergency Medical
Technicians a t the fire department.
"We thought we had a heart attack victim on this run,"
he said. "We arrived in Rabbittown in about 20 minutes.
The roads were very rough and we had been given wrong
directions. When we bund the house, another unit had
already arrived."
Jordan said the woman had not suffereda heart attack.
When EMTs found her in the bedroom, they discovered
she had apparently attempted suicide by slashing her
throat and wrists.
"From my conversations with the EMTs, I learned that
it was a heck of a first run for Ricky to make," he said.
"Ricky did an outstanding p b assisting the EMTs on the
scene by bringing in equipment and handing them
medical instruments and bandages. The woman was
taken directly into surgery fromthe emergency room. She
survived, but she had almost succeeded in her attempt."
Jeff, 20, from Birmingham, became an EMT paramedic
this summer. Having warked with the fire department in
his hcene town, Jeff came to Jacksonville prepared to
handle the emergency situation h e faced.
Jeff and other EMTs worked to free the driver from his

of

The close proximity and excellent cooperation of
Jacksonville State University3 College of Criminal
Justice; the State Depaxtment of Forensic Sciences; Ft.
McClellan's U. S. Military Police School, firing ranges,
explosive ordnance unit and Provost Marshall's Office;
the State Trooper Post; Federal Bureau of Investigation;
the Jacksonville, Anniston and Weaver Police Departments; and many others further enhances the academy's
ability to provide the vast diversity of training and instruction needed to suppart the basic and advanced
training courses prwided to thousands of officers of all
agencies throughout the state.

-

Credentials d the academy'simtructors are such that it
enables the academy to actively participate in training
"intern" students cf the College of Criminal Justice,
qualifying them for immediate State Law Enforcement
Certification upon receipt cf their degree, and the
awarding of college credit tnward a degree for Basic
Training graduates. One of the advantages of the
academy being located m JSU's campus is the environment which exposes the law enforcement officer to
an academic atmosphere inspiring many to continue their
education either at Jacksonville State University or with
another institution of higher learning "back home."
The academy is administered by a staff of five people
which consists of Director Paul Headley, Deputy
Directors Ed Jardan and Mack R. Wheeler, and
scretaries Jean Traywidc and Sheila Driggers, who are,
just to mention a few, responsible for researching and
sheduling both basic and advanced courses, coordinating
instructors and subject matters, constructing, minotiring,
evaluating and testing, genera 1 correspondence and
communications, and accountim and record keeping.

Trle Academy Staff takes pride in the opportunity a ~ d
ability to provide additional services to the community
such as: Red Cross blood drives, cooperation with the
American Heart Assaiation in training citizens in Cardio
Pulmonary Resuscitation, Emergency Medical and
Rescue Squad, local law enforcement reserve training,
crime prevention programs, "in-house" training for
requesting law enforcement agencies, programs for
concerned civic organizations, and emergency back-up
capabilities for mime s e n e searches and investigation if
needed. The law enforcement libraries are also open to
anyone desiring its resources in research of law enforcement subjects for training purposes, course
development, and the increase of specialized skills.
Graduates I3 the academy formed the chartered an
Alumni Association with membership available to over
one thousand who a r e qualified.
A total of 2,635 officers have received training since
1W2--and many continue a close relationship with the
academy.
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Watts na ed new associate nurse
By N. KARLOVICHSMITH
"I love my job and wouldn't trade it for the world," said
Karen Watts, the new nurse associate for the JSU Nursing
Center Clinic.

area, is a recent graduate f r m the JSUCollege of Nursing.
Born in Lakeland, Fla., and raised in Birmingham,
Karen completed her undergraduate degree with the help
of numerous nursing scholarships. She hopes to begin
warking on her master's degree in the near future.
She definitely stays busy providing primary care and
referrals to clients free of charge. Local residents are
encouraged to utilize the services - immunizations of
children and flu vaccine, home and hospital visits,
physicals, eye and hearing tests, diabetic screenings, diet
counseling, and blood tests.
JSU students are referred to the school infirmary except for family planning needs. Appointments are
necessary for the services provided on Thursday afternoons from 1 4 p.m. when a psacticioner from the
Calhoun County Health Center is available for contraceptive information and dispensing.
Karen also enjoys giving CPR and first aid classes to
d u s t n a l employees in the area. She hopes that additional classes slch as the exercise class for the elderly
held in the spring can be offered.
Responsible for supervising nursing students required
to work a t the clinic and voiunteers who desire extra
experience, Karen a i d , "We are unique because no other
college of nursing has a center locatedwithinthe college."

Karen Watts
Karen, who now works with Ms. Lucy Hitchman, clinic
coordinator and faculty member, in the health care

facility for f m l l i e s in the Jacksonville and Piedmont

Karen, recently married to Greg Watts, former JSU
offensive tackle and presently manager of Watts' Insurance Agency in Anniston, @ends her free time reading
b e t sellers, remodeling the old house she and her
husband purchased, and playing tennis.
A member of the chlrch choir a t the Church of the
Covenant in Anniston, Karen also teaches Sunday School.
It is evident that Karen, a pecple - oriented professional,
is a pleasant person local residents who utilize the Nursing Center will remember and appreciate.

IH celebrates United
Nation's Day Tea
By JEFF POUNDS
On Sunday, October 21, the
International House held its
annual United Day Tea.

(Photo By OPAL U)VETT)
Left to right, Choochart Sornpao of Thailand, Tine
Roland of Denmark, William Parker of Birmingham
greet Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fulton, visitors from England and
Dr. and Mrs. William Calvert of Jacksonville a t the
United Nations Day Tea held a t International House on
Sirmrlav, Oct. 21.

Since the beginning of the
program in 1946, this has
been a n annual event
commemorating
the
establishment of the United
Nations. It is always held on
the Sunday nearest the official United Nations Day.
Members of the International House h g r a m
are the official hmt and
hostesses for this event. The
purpose cf this went is to

give the public a n oppatunity to meet the twenty
different
cultures
represented and to tour the
facilities of the International
House.
The
following
Wednesday, October 24,
Open House for J.S.U.
students was held. This
went gives an cpportunity to
all J.S.U. students to find out
what International House i s
all about. We feel that it is of
significant importance for *
us, a s students of this'
university, to share our
cultures and programs with
other students.
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Bird
(Continued From Page 3 )

The basic beauty of the area i s just a s stunning a s it
always was. Crystal blue-green waters still reflect the
slnlight. One can still squish the sand between his toes
a d listen to the w a v e thunder against the beach. In the
lagoons and bayous that criss-cross the area, fish hit the
water and hermit crabs still make their 3 a y along the
a n d y bottom. The calls of seabirds can be heard as they
make their way across the sky.
The National Guard and the President have left. So has
the big-time press. The residents have been left alone like
the immediate family after the death of a loved one.
Reality is now being realized. And reality isn't very
PE a y .
The reality is that the Federal money that was promised
is awfully slow in coming, and no one is guaranteed how
rmch they will get, if any.
Being on the beach kont, the hotel owners couldn't get
full insurance coverage on their hotels. One owners has
$125,000 worth of coverage on his hoteL I t was a total loss
at $680,000. Gne of the homes was insured for $100,000, the
insurance company has cffemda $35,000settlement.There
arc arguments over who is liable for the damage. The
"wind" adjusters are claiming the water did all the
damage, while the "flood" adjusters claim the winddid it.
No one was around to ask. Warse than that, some insurance companies haven't even showed up yet.
It will take an estimated two years to rebuild the sewer
system. Rumor has it that reconstruction on the state
park won't even begin for another year or so. Tons and
tons of sidewalk, asphalt and other debris have to be
removed before mast owners can even begin rebuilding.
The reality of all of this is taking its toll on a lot of
people. The hospital is full with those who need help in
coping with the disaster. It has been said that the
ministers are working overtime to provide spiritual aid to
some who need it. Everyme seems to be affected, according to one resident. We would w o r k a n l l h m r day and
then go to the relief center to eat, she said. But when we
would get there we would just push the food around on our
plates. I guess it was nerves. Everybody else was that
way, too.
he hotel and motel owners will rebuild again. .Some of
the store owners will start anew andmost of the residents
will eventually have a new home. But what will be rebuilt
is a brand new. classier. more emensive Gulf Shores.
Condominiums and highrise hotels-will replace the cottages with the kitchenettes. The small private, sometimes
$eddy summer homes will also be replaced. The Redneck Riveria is gone forever.
So are many of the snall business owners. Several had
@rang up this summer in anticipationof a booming resort
being made famous by the likes of Ken Stabler and
Richard Todd.
One of thase small buiness owners is the Ice Cream
Man. Cool Sam, is re turning to Birmingham. It has been a
&ort stay. He arrived in December. It was the type of
move a man has to make. The business he had worked for
was facing possible bankruptcy. Layoffs and work slow
d w n s were whitiling the canpany down. There was no
choice but to get out. So, after months of family conferences and careful planning, the decision was made to
try to etch out a new life inGulf Shores.
The busines rolled into operation in April and was the
m s t popular new business on the beach was showing
promise. BY June, a small profit was being realized. ~ u t
then, some of the townspeople got worried over the

competition and spread nasty rumors about the new
family from Birmingham. Some people quit buying ice
cream off of the trucks with the penguin on the side of
them. After that, the gas shcrtage followedin July scaring
many tourists out of a vacation Then in August, the gas
threat was available wasn' t affordable to the middle class
families that are the backbone of the Redneck Riveria. By
now Cool Sam was in serious trouble. This was an awful
lot for a firstyear business to endure.
Then Hurricane Frederic came along and delivered the
axlp de gras.
The swirling winds carried two feet of salt water into the
stofiage area of the busines. AU of the freezers that it
takes to run an ice cream business were ruined. So were
m c h of the family's personal effects. The washer and
dryer, clothes, took and valuable antique furniture were
ruined. In all, several thousand ddlars were lost, and the
insurance company claims it wasn't responsible for any of
it. But the material possesions weren't the big lass. What
we lost, the father said, was m r future downhere.
I then realized that1 wmld nolonger wear that Redneck
Rveria cap and ring the bell on the side of my father's ice
cream truck. No longer would I witness the happy smiles
cf the children a s they unwrapped an ice cream bar that I
had served them. We were going home.
So the little brass bells were taken off the side of the
trucks, and white paint covered up the penguins and the
wards, Cool Sam. The five trucks were made ready for
another job, that of taking h a t was left of our furniture
back to Birmingham.
Looking to the right, as one crosses the canal bridge on
the way out of what used to be the Redneck Riveria, one
can see a huge fire bum ing . It is the designated dumping
pcint for all of the debris that is being carried out of the
beach area. Residents of GuK Shores are dumping
remnants cf whatused to be their homesand businesses to
'be burned with the rest of the trash anddebris that is now
making a huge pile. Being burned along with these scraps
cf roofing, shingle, and furniture, are the memories of
what used to be, and the hope that dreams of what could
have been.

The Interclub Council meets 1st time
(photo By OPAL LOVETT
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Crossword nuzzle

ACROSS
1 He keeps the books:

abbr.
4 Afternoons: abbr.
7 USSR mountains
9 Gave off light
11 "To be continued"
story
13 "the Roof': 2
wds.
14 Friend, in Marseille
15 102, in Rome
17 Pan's partner
18 Upperclassmen:
abbr.
19 Bible book
21 Dionne quint
23 Historical area
around Paris: hyph.
wd.
25 Make into law
27 Ship clock
28 Shocks
31 Look over

32 -- de Milo
34 Defeat
36 Distance measure
37 Mrs. in Paris
39 Mona Lisa attraction
42 Small insect
44 -Khan
45 President's military
title: abbr.
47 God of love
48 Kith and 49 Leave out
51 Shaping machine
53 Dine
54 Dye
55 Dry
57 Bags
59 Not straight
60 Appears
63 Map abbreviation
64 *Vernacular
66 They make heads
roll
69 Golf worker

70 Mr. Eastwood, e t al.
72 Asian, for one
73 "Miserables"
74 "With it"
75 Little rascal
77 Bees like this
79 Fruit
81 Men
82 Shouts
83 Beer container
84 Meshed fabric

@OWN
1 -- de menthe
2 Hunchback of Notre
Dame, for one
3 Muhammad -4 Greek letter
5 Frenchman
6 Night sound
7 Carter's country
8 Perfumed bag
9 Glossy materials

10 Printer's measures
12 Prevaricated
13 "Arrivederci --"
16 Actress Worth
17 Sweet scent
20 Loving ingredient:
abbr.

43 Explosive: abbr.
46 First name of 56
Down
50 Even-steven score
52 External: prefix
54 n ~ r i m a ln ~ i m b e r
56 Former French
president: 2 wds.
22 Landing craft: abbr. 58 Sailing vessel
24 Swamps
25 Creme-filled dessert 59 Famous prison
61 Here's -- in your
26 No, in Scotland
eye!
29 Rum drink
62 Moves obliquely
30 Louis XIV (with
64 Insolent
"The"): 2 wds.
65 Actor Cariou
31 Greek letter
67
Loan
32 Airs
68 Pelvic bones
33 Kings' titles
69 -- and dagger
35 Stain
71 Small food fish
36 Former Chinese
72 Speed unit: abbr.
chairman
76 Postscripts: abbr.
37 Law degree: abbr.
78 Chair part
38 Ms. Farrow
80 It's mightier than
40 Mauna -the sword
41 Superlative suffix

17
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Announcements

Temperatures
restricted

The Emergency Building
Temperature Restrictions
Regulations, effective July
16, 1979, place temporary
restrictions on temperatures
for heating, cooling, and
domestic hot water in
commercial, industrial,
government, and other nonresidential buildin@.
These regulations apply to
Jacksonville
State
University,
and
the
university will adhere to said
regulations.
The regulations generally
require that thermostats be
set no lower than 78 degrees
F for cooling, no higher than
65 degrees F for heating, a d
no higher than 105 degrees F
for domestic hot water.
The regulations a l s o
require roan temperature
set-backs during periods
when the building is unocmpied.
Certain types of buildings
and portions of certain
buildings are excluded f f a n
the temperature res trictions.
For example, an exemp
tion for "specialA equipment", such a s a camputer
facility, would be available
only in those areas within the
covered building containing
such equipment, and in no
other areas.

Cock trot scheduled
Students-form couple for
the hanecoming Cocktrot
(cross campus race) to be
held Friday, Nov. 2 a t 4
o'clock. You can form teams
d five coed couples each or
enter as unattached couples.
The men's and women's
gymnastics teams are the
defending c hampa
A man and woman will be
tied wrist to wrist and must
run across campus to the
finish and must still be tied
together a t the finish line.
Entries a r e due Friday
M o r e the race begins.

JSU Bookstore

3ervt ces

Will be open on Saturday

held

November 3, 1979
(Homecoming Day)
10:00 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.

-

I

Sociology majors
make an appointment
with your advisor
between
Qcto ~ & N o v *
6.
Don- wait until
the last minute!

England program

JSU will offer a program
oE study in England again

thls year if there is slfficient
demand. Tentative dates for
the trip are May 26 to June
26. Of this time, three and
one-half weeks would be
spent in Stratford-On-Avm
and the remainder in London. Six hours of graduate cr
undergraduate credit in
English can be earned.
In Stratford students attend plays a t the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre, hear
lectures on the plays a t the
Shakespeare Institute, visit
the Shakespeare Trust
Properties
(the Birthplace,
--

-

Interview Schedule

Library completes
inventory
The to^ a l e ~
i
&aff has completed an iqventory of the materials on
the shelves.
There are 364,844 ha&
copies and 31,413 b o d s on
microfilm. The library
presently subscribed to
17,019 periodicals. In Audiovisual materials, they
presently have 8,361 titles m
non-prmt media and 3,240
charts, study prints, games

By JANA MOON
The Death and Dying d a s
presented a "mock" funeral
on Tuesday October 23 a t
Brown Funeral Home.
Each of the students
played a part in the funeral.
The deceased was Arnetta

Manday, Nov. 12
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

Morrison's Food Sewices, Mobile
(Business, Food & Nutrition, Dietetics majors)

Mmday, Nov. 12
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

BTNB-Birmingham Trust National Bank, Bham
(Business majors )

Wilis, a senior from Birmi ngharn, vice-president of
Delta Sigma Theta and a
senator for the Student
Government Association.
Her parents were played by
Anita McCurdy and Michael
Morris. Her sisters were
played by Yolanda Jones and
Elizabeth Reid and her
brother was played by Phil
Craft.
Michael Morrison and
Jerry McCormick performed the sermmettes and
prayers. The pallbearers

Tuesday, Nov. 13
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

Milliken Corp ., LaGrange, G a )
(Business & Math majors)

Wednesday, Nov. 14
(Dec. '79 graduates)

NCR Corp.
(Business m a p r s , Bus. Ed., Computer Science)

Thursday, Nov. 15
(Dec. '79May '80 graduate)

Birmingham City School System
(Education m a p r s only)

were: Ann Willman, Mike
Fowler, Cathy Fannin,
Peggy Womack, Wade
Thomason and Lisa Harvey.
Approximately 60 people
attended the "mock" funeral
performed
by
Jackie
Howsden's Death and Dying
class.
I have lost a woman's;
Seiko, quartz watch. It is'
goldb with light
~ brown
~ facing.
It Was a graduation gift
from my Parents and has a
great deal of sentimental,
value. If YOU have found it
please return it. There is a
$ 5 0 reward.
~ ~ ~
Jeanie Williams
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party

held
The members of Lambda
Pi Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. held a n
escorts
service
and
Halloween
Party
for
children, ages four through
eight years, this past Octrober 31, 1979. This service
was set up to help parents
who were too busy to take
their children Trick or
Treating. The party was the
Smority's treat to the kids.
Alpha Kappa Alpha will be
supporting the Cancer Drive
this year, starting with a
door to door campaign cn
November 5, 1979. All girls'
d a m s will be ccntacted. AU
money donated will be given
to the Cancer Fund. National
Smoke Out Day is November
15, 1979. Everyone is asked
not to smoke on this day.
Remember, "Let's stop
Cancer in your W e Time."

Veteran's Holiday 1
has been changedl
from Friday, Nov.

9 to Monday,
NOV.12.

Properties (the Birthplace,
Anne Hathaway's Cottage,
the Mary Arden House, and
others), and make excurslons to such nearby
places cf interest a s Warwck Castle, Kenilwcrth, and
Oxford.
The cost of the program
will be approximately $1,000.
This includes airfare from
Atlanta, accommdations
with two meals a day in
Stratford, theatre tickets,
tours f r o m Stratford,
transportation from London
to Strafford and back, and
room and breakfast in
bndon. It does not include
lunches in Stratbrd, meals
other than breakfasts in
London, sightseeing other
than that arranged from
Stratford, or other incidental
expenses. Tuition must also
be paid to JSU.
Deadline for application is
February 15. At that time the
applicant must make a $50.00 b
deposlt. Other payments are
to be made as follows: $300
on March 1, $300 on April 1,
and $350 on May 1.
Anyone interested in the
t i p b h d d get in touch with
Dr. Evelyn McMillan, 211
~ a n n e 1 1 ,for fur,,,
information.

TALENT SHOW

I

November 13. 1979

7:30 p.m.

Student Commons
Building
Watch For Further Information
Sponsored By The
Afro American Association

.
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Having Trouble Finding Your Niche?

Share a ride with a friend.

Make an appointment for personal counseling

Guess who this week is
Herb Winches, former JSU

at the

running back and current
Career Development and Counseling Center
sports director for WBRC-TV,

....

G O O D AT ALL LOCA
THROUGH SUNDAY ...ALL

(behind Bibb Graves, near the cafeteria)

Bz~~harn
Consumer-

EXT. 325

(Continued From Page 3 ) .
gallon. This high price might deter many potential
buyers, but firstthey Qouldlock a t the positiveside.
Because of the higher octane rating, an average of 91
cctane, gasohol shmld imprwe the gas mileage of a
vehicle that has been running on regular unleaded. Also
gasohol is good for the car.
alcohol burns clean it
does not cause a build up in the engine. In fact it is
alcohol's strengthens as a fuel that is holding it back. Once
the mixture of alcohol to gas rises over 20 percent the
engine must be modified to accept the more efficient fuel.
Remember, the political leaderj of the nation seem to
be lost on the energy question, but buying gasohol, the
consumer can help show them one of the routes to take.
Moreover, in regard to foreign oil ethyl alcohol is
poduced from sugar cane, sorghum cane, corn and other
grains. This places the US with its preeimience in
agriculture in the wmld in the position of energy selfdependence.
So give a tank of gasohol a try. I t isn't that much higher
than gasoline and well worth the investment.

2 PIECES CHICKE
COLE SLAW

2

L

PORTER'S

GIFTS

b

E Merrill Lynch
Steven E. Baswell

i

206-208 East;6t h Street
Anniston, AL 36201
205-238-1090
1-800-762-2378

Figurines
Lamps
PIucemats
Vases Glassware
Brass
'ST"DENT ID 1 mi. N&

,

AND

JACKSONVILLE
2OTH STREET AND QUINTARD

_

820-5969
F+.
~
~
6
1
e
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(Photo By ALLEN CLARK)

Atlanta Rhythm Section brought a large crowd to coliseum last Tuesday n%ht
Perfect gift for alumni

Story of the Gamecocks
The Fighting Garnecodrs, a new book which records the
rgirit and story of JSU's athletic history, will soon be
available in print.
Broken down by coaching eras, the book will be
dedicated to deceased staff, players, and coaches, a s well
a s lettgrmen who havegiven
lives d ~ r i n g ~ m i l i t a r y

The author, Joe Barnes, who is donating his time, with
the net proceeds going to the JSU Foundation, Athletic
Program, and a special memorial fund, is a former JSU
grad who played under Coaches Salls, Wedgeworth, and
Dillon.

(Photo By ALLEN CLARK!

dedicated to deceaid staff,
and coaches, a s well
as letternen who have given their lives during military
service. Human interest stories, the roles of presidents
and other key contributors, and team records up'to, and
including, 1979 will be included.

Dillon.
The history
who also serves a s a member of the
Board of Add'lson for the Alabama Historical Commission and past Participants.

The spooks came calling
By LISMA BROWN
Every Halloween there are
numerous horror houses
around,
and
they're
oasically
the
samevampires, people in coffins,
ghats, etc. Kappa Sigs blood
mansion was really an experience to remember.
Participants were at-

~

tadred by every kind of goul
imaginable. Creatures
leaped down on you, from
everywhere and they consisted of everything kom the
classic vampires and
werewolves to a "Sarnauri
Gene Simmons."
Monsters in the blood
mansion didn't merely

scream a few blood curdling
yells, they jumped down you
from rafters and picked you
up and hauled you off to their
urknown caldrons, or at
least tried.
The high point of the blood
mansion had to be the "chain
saw murder" roam at the
end. With werewolves

pawing you and a mad
psychcpath trying to saw off
your feet under flashing
lights, you were disturbed to
say the least.
I want to commend Kappa
Sig for a n imaginative and
effective blood mansion that
pmvided a lot of fun for
people of all ages.

~ Mansion
o d - An experience to remember ...

By CHUCKMcCARTY
m e parking area between
:,uttreil, Glazner, Patterson
a d Cmwe halls was the
:meting place for a hmt of
gfiouls and goblins Monday
night. At first everyone
thought it was a sorority
.;'unt but much to everyone's
~ ~ r p r i its eturned cut to be
a m e girls from tihe 8th flow

cf Sparkman. The female "The 12 Bays of Halloween."
s w k s were dressed in full They were accompanied by a
Halloween garb.
group of male bystanders
The casturnes were very whoenjoyed the fiasco. After
colorful and ranged from a the musical number they
hooker's basic bladr to a m d e their way to the lobby
beautiful white gown that cf Luttrell tcrpose for some
adorned the homecoming pictures.
queen. The group paraded
After a short tour cf the
around the parking lot and
mve a stirring rendition of m a , they whi*ed away to

Would you trust him in the dark ?

wreak havoc and strike fear
into the hearts of innocent

citizens
The girls
were very entertaining in
their surprise performance.
The guys (especiallv in
~ i x o n iare already looking
forward to next Hallmeen.
(let's get going, girls).

Photo- 9.WIK5 MOON

r armchair QB's
By CHUCK MC CARTY
There is a new twist to an
old sport on campus today.
For thme who like football
but lack the coordination or
talent to hurl a pass or to
break a long run, there is
Monday Night FootballChatem Inn style.

With each purchase, a
p i n t card is given to the
customer. This card explains
the rules of the game and
indicates the payoff and
pcint number. The payoffs
are in the form of foal
purchases that range from
$1.00 to $25.00. In order to be

Alpha Psi Omega

a winner, one must teve a
matching card to the last
digits of the scare of each
ream 'laying
Night Football. It Monlay
is very
exciting to collect the cards
and h&e for a winner. It
even takes some d the
bcredom (associated with
Howard Cosell) out of the
@me

The chances d whninn
0

am favorable and the free
food comes in handy, a s the
cast d a college education
continues to
Everyone cannot be a pro
football star, however, with
the right combination of
numben, evenyone CAN be a
winner.

ights in
By MIKE POLAND
I n thls age when inflation
is running rampant, it is
refreshing when you can find
a true bargain. For instance,
theatre prices have inc ~ e a s e dover 50 percent in
the past three years. Adults
now pay $3.50 to see a movie
and $6 or $7 to see a play
locally. The Alpha P s i
Qrriega fraternity, which is
the natiorial hmorary drama
fraternity, is producing its
answer to inflation this
month, it is called "The
Incredible Thirteen Cent
Traveling Theatre."

The theatre, which gets its
name from the admission
price cf thkteen cents per

pletely by students, which
gives thern opportunities to
experiment in a r e a s of
theatre that they might have
an interest in, such a s
directing.
For those that saw "Guys
and Dolls" earlier this
month, there will be some
familiar faces such a s h i
Tate, who played Miss
Adeiaide and Shelton Brmvn,
who played Sky Masterson.
There will also be some new
faces in the plays.
The theatre will be
presenting two one-act
comedies and a one-act
drama, for its fall pmduction. The dates and times for
the s h m s will be announced
later this month. The perbrmances will be in Self

I

A CORSAGE BY
Armstrong F
and
Gift Shop
21 1 N. Pelhem
435-4804
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW1

-
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Movie revrevrew

Smokey

By CHUCK MC CARTY
"Smokey and the Bandit"
is another of Burt Reynolds'
true hell-raising motion
pictures. It passes great
action and fast-paced
scenery. Reynolds i s suptrb
in his portrayal d a cool,
cowboy-type outlaw. His
witty dialogue and toug h guy
appearance really makes
him the star of the pictule.

;2

ieA;ippaSigma fraternity puts on a show at their annual
(Photo By MIKE MOON)
-*
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Letters
(Continued From Page 3)

it:?:phlin m a b i g
' 3 mankindt:,r.cs.:!.l?!i. Or; Bept. 29,
(';I ..:!c: ?;"a,$,with the
. . tjflChCiy D a b s ,
i .:i ;e:..,;;i:p

Jacksonville for allowing us
to use their grounds, the
American Legion Post 57 for
a $25 cash prize, J a c k
Lacock CJ~acksonville
:, .: ;;;~y&
;
; g>i~ - ; + ~ ~ - " & ~ nKiwanis Club) for giving his
;.,.;,
;.i,;3G:,p,
fi,:i: i:>::ea?&
time and assistance and
. .
[.., : ,. :: .:i:?1.T:',.:i
&?th *9
e g a a l l y to thase who rode
f :,
f
:<>!.!p?jhg?
their
bicycles for CF and
:>.."- i
<;
c. ..,I-s
.. ....,..
i s F 2 tin ra wa s
t%i?ir smnsors.
:, 1, it-. ; .,;1:-;; f3;;9.?IJ so that
&G!h the help af con: 7 ~-7::;
;.>jr~e ci;:j?,s~,yith&is
sc~eneious
citizens like t h e e
:. .?..,,:J:,:-v c.$i:.zjse ill be
in the city of Jadrscnville,
. L d,
> li<
,.-r rt:~i-issrriai life :
C i d e K will continue to
' k a k e an impact on life."
..
: d;!;,n.:i;!~ S:;u:?r Valu of ,
Thank
you.
: : t r .-s. ;, i-. +
i Lv; i, i.i i.*:
>:
I-'ig&1)7
Wiggly
Cindy Angel, Secretary
r - .-':. ~.?,<:;~;-~-;iilt~,
bvjnn Dixie
JSU Circle K Club
i:o

ponder in your heart 1s this:
how do you feel about ycur
personal homecoming or
rather homegoing when
Death keeps his appointment
with you? What would be
ycarr reception on the other
side of life? The B;hle saps
that "It is appmnted unto
men once 20 die, but &.er
this the judgemerrt." Do yun
know what tinie your apporntment wwld take place.
:.>.,;(.
It can take place aqytirne
from now, any second, any
minute, or any hour from
now.
You may be a t the pdnt
where you think you cannot
i:'
I
,
IGA
;-.:. ;LIP>.;. $?< T . , ~ ~ c ] ~ : ~ ~ ~ Mc,
take it any longer. I have
Dear editor,
i ':~,:iLd.5
:::,ni:go:a,
Fmd
Homecoming is here gmd news for ycu if YOU will
1: .,,..,' , . , ,
again', and everywhere looks accept what God offers you.
,
- -." ;u:>....L.+ri,
.-.' .>
: !
For God so loved me ehat He
. {; i;v a pecial beeutiful and many people
p . ci kc,
.,I,
. ,
the F i r s t are excited and happy. But gave His only begotten Son,
Chrurch
of the question I want you to that if 1 should believe,
!;.:cv:s.a,

:2.
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Sally Fields was her usual
crazy, sexy self who added
an extra highlight to the
theme of the movie. She
realistically played the part
ct a runaway bride. The plot
really gets thick (if I may
coin the old phrase) when
she and Reynolds came
together and wind up 'being
chased by the loveable
bumbling sheriff Buford T.
Justice (Jackie Gleason).
The fact that his son was the
groom-to-be really adds a
new dimension to the
marathon chase. Gleason is
wonderful a s the sheriff that
does more h a m than good.

adhere, have trust in him, I
.&mjd not p n s h but h v e
e v e r l a s t ~ n g llfe . That
Jerry Reed also gives a
everlastmg life 1s ycurs if
good performance a s the
quu'l! open your heart to
gar-grinding trucker who
Yeu~
Chnst and a & Elm to
tums out to be an inspiration
oorrlr ~ n t oyour heart a s y m r
a t the end of the chase. With
per?-inai Lord and Savlor.
his faithful dog Fred and a
&us said, "Come unto m e
trailer full of illegal beer,
a2 j.e that labw and a r e
Reed is very amusing in his
neav:.. laden, and I will give
performance. All in all, the
y c u rest. Take my yoke upon
flick is a good one with a
crnd learn of me, for I a m
kutiful black starlet who
meekand lowly in heart, and
steals the hearts of the car
ye sh&l find rest unto your
lavers in the audience (the
YOUIS. For my ydce is easy
black Trans Am, that is).
and my burden is light." In
The movie is especially
m.se you need mare help in
this area, ask God to send - papular among audiences in
the South. The scenes are
soneone to you who can give
well-timed and the stunts are
you more insight about Him
svper gxeat. This writer
~f you hcpe to have a glsicus
viewed the flick for the 14th
receptnon
at
your
time and still enpyed it a s
hmecamlng.
m c h a s the first time.
Bpb Murray
5
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lBhoto By ALLEN CLARK,

More shots from ARS concert

TUESDA Y

Contest

NOV 6
7:OO

and

9:30
I

~

"Where the
dressupas

en
I'

i'

!I

When? Nove ber v91979 i
Where ? Leone Cole
Time ? 6:00 p.
k

Richard
nmyfons

a,

k

s IYim

Private Detective.

I

!

Cost ? SOC

)

Come eor a thefun, I,

I

> TALL SHO

gk

screa s you can hold! !
S
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Hollander p ays with BSO
OnThursday, November 8,
and Friday, November 9,
pianist-lorin Hollander will
be the guest artist with the
Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra. Music DirectorConductor, Amerigo Marino,
will begin the conceds a t 8
p m . in the BirminghamJefferson Civic Center
Concert Hall.

League, and %he1980 W m k
Olympics.
From
the
beginning, Hollander has
performed in schools,
k p i t a l s , homes for the
elderly, reformatories,
~ h o o l sfor the handicapped
and various other community centers. In many
eases he has performed
music with
rnharence and d i ~ c e i a ni~ chamber

he has performed with
virtually every majar or-.
chestra in the world a d
performs regularly at the
leading summer festivals
and on television.
Numerous private and
governmental organizations
have sought out Hollander
when attempting to give

concert. Hollander will plc
Beethoven's Piano Conceri,
No. 5 ("Emperor"). Maestr:
Marino will also be leadir:
rhe Symphony in Symphm
No. 3 by Rachnlanincff a r
In Three Episodes for 0
chestra by Fisher Tull. Pi
wcrld premier of Tull's pie!:
was in March, 1979, by th
Huntsville
(Alabam:

Lorin Hollander is in the
twenty-fourth season of a
professional career that
began with a Carnegie Hall
debut a t the age of eleven.
Recognized as one of the
great musicians of our time,

So you want to be a rock star?
(This is the first in a threepart series)
By JOE BRYAN
Anxiety rises above the clouds of smoke a s darkness
eclipses the auditorium. E a r d a t t e r i n g screams and
deafening applause, coupled with matches, lighters and
frisbees, cue a single silhouette, who in turn heralds the
coming of the night's heroes. ?he darkness disappears as
suddenly a s it had come, giving way to the various colors
of the spectrum. Guitars blare, drums pound. Chaos and
delerium sweep the crowd as each person experiences the
m m o n bmd-hck and Roll.

What the crowd sees is the finished product. Yet
m e w h e r e in their lifetime these rock gods were no
different than the average lay person on the street. The
inevitable question left is, how did they come to be rock
stars?
The climb to stardom is not an easy venture. There are
very definite steps a group must take to reach fame and
brtune. To begin with the group must decide upon certain
objectives, such as the image the group wishes to project,
thestyle aE music they wish to produce, and the amount of
time and money they wi* to spend. Each of these are
interdependent on the o t h e .
A band's image is very important in attracting a
following. Therefore, a band must carefully choose a
name that will pcrtray the desired image. For example, a
high energy rock band would not want a name that would
symbolize disco, nor would a disco group want a name
symbolizing a punk rock. Studies have proven inclusive in
deciding which type mmes work best for various groups,
but it is important to realize that the name often gives the
initial impression of the group to the public.
Of course the name and image depend largely on the
style of music the band plays. Style is usually dictated by
the personalities and' abilities of the group.
Generally, each member of the group will favor playing
the type of music he has become accustomed to if

possible. However, strength in certain areas and
weakness in others will ultimately decide. For instance, a
group with a strong lead guitarist and a weak keyboardist
would not want to become keyboard -oriented. In the long
run the group will 6nd it best to showcase the finer talents
and try to hide the weaknesses. This can be found in many
of today's bigger star groups. Bruce Springsteen is
canonized for his marka able lyrics,not his coarse vocals.
Kiss fans talk for weeks about their miilion -dollar stage
show, not the self-same guitarrifk. Thelist goeson.
Once a band decides upm its image and music style, the
members must decide if they are going to commit
themselves totally. Practicing occasionally will do little to
achieve any type of fortune. In fact, many hours weekly
are needed to polish the songs. In this area many dreams
are lost. Dedication here is cf vital significance. The
misconceptions that r m k stars make millions from the
onset hit hardest to the group that finds they are making
less than a dollar an hour when everything is taken into
account. Much money is necessary before one can plan to
begin a band. Guitars, amplifiers, drums, mixing boards,
speakers, electric pianm, syntheizers, etc. . . may run
into thousands of dollars. On top of this, any system for
stage effects, such as lighting, lasars, flash pots, crystal
balls, costuming and smoke machines, cost perhaps into
additional thousands, depending on how elaborate the
group may choase to become.
Supposing the band has made it thus far, it must now
sell itself. Each year around 100,000 bands spring up all
over the country in effofis to reach that goldplated
paradise. The majority of these turned away because they
simply lack talent, but a good number fail because they do
not know how to go about getting jobs. Unfortunately,
many potential super groups never even reach the stage
due to the fact that they do not get thenecessary breaks.
Ehough emphasis can not be placed on making connections whenever and wherever possible. Once a group
has made it this far, it would be a shame, a s well as a
waste of time and money to fold.
Next issue : Promoting the band and planning the show.

'The Fury'
is a thriller
B y CHUCK MC CARTY
In keeping with the
mystery-horror film trend of
the times, The Fury proves
to be a highly entertaining
thriller. The well plotted 6lm
features a good cast of
pcpular stars and special
effects.
Kirk Douglas is the most
famous actor who plays the
role of father of a teemge
psycho who is kidnapped.
Thus begins a frenzied
search by Doughs that takes
him across continents. His
son's counterpart plays a
splendid role a s she
demonstrates her psychic
powers.
The priest who is a ward of
the boy meets his fate in a
most violent and horrible
fashion a t the close of the
flick.
This movie is very
emotional, dramatic and
suspenseful. The plot is
c G p l e x but stili manages to
entertain. A spine-tingling,
classy
horror
film
adeauatelv desribes this
flick: The film is a good one
for the fall season and is
es~eciallv effective in settin'g the mood for Halloween
(theoccasion not the mwie).

Birrnincrharn Symphony
Orchestra " ' * Anerrgo Marlno. Conducting
. .
.

CIVIC CENTER CONCERT HALL
November 8 eL 9-

8:00p.m.

Tickets on Sale:
Birmingham Symphony, 2114 1st Ave., No.. Birmingham. A k 326-0100

"' CELLAR

ff

After the game, get
down at The Cellar

eatw
hpQ b*\y

FOREVER

"uglyrs to the Bonew

HIg

New Hit Single

-

NOV. 2 FRIDAY '60's Night
NOV. 3 SAT Elvis Tribute
TUES.

(tonight)

- Ladies Night

Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 - Bobby 6.Rice
Coming Nov. 7 - Johnny Russel! and Band
Feb. 16 - Moe Bandy

Some lucky male will
receiveallof his drinks
free and be awarded a
free bottle of Champagne

WED.
60G
Draft

NOV. 5

- 10

FRONTRUNNER

-

-

Happy Hour 130 7:30
no cover before 7130
on weekends

Entertainment 6 Nights with our
House Band
Lobo Loggins & South Bound
Dinner: Open 6 BM - 18

PM

Buffet - Monday - s2,0&)
Wednesday - $2.95
Friday - Seafood - $7.50

I

Mixed Drinks Served
1111 Wilmer Ave. between
1l t h 8 12th Quintard

(area largest 8 best)
Proper attire
required-shirts
with callars dm-

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

Proper
ID
Required

158Q HILLYER ROBINSON

INDUSTRIAL

PARKWAY
ANNISTON, A1.A.
(OVER THE MOUNTAIN)

FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL. AFTER 3:00 P.M.

4.
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Book finished

after seven years

Dr. FeIgar Relaxes
-

By N. KARLOVICH SMITH
Dr. Bob Felgar, JSU asociate pofessor of Engllsh, wlll
probably be happy to once agaln have free time to spend
with his wife, Cindy, and his children, Cathpand Donald.
Dr. Felgar, who stated thathis wife, Cindy, is the "real"
editor, has been writing a book on the celebrated black
American author, Richard Wright, for the last seven
years.

Felgar's book entitled Richard Wright will be published
m 1980 by Twayne, a company well-known for its series of
world, British and American authors. Felgar's critical
amlysis and study of this major black author's work wiil
enphasize Wright's experiences in the deep South.
%chard Wright (1908-1960), a complex man who once
exiled himself to Paris, is an authar who makes readers of
all races uncomfortable, but enriched. Wright does not tell
readers what they want to hear; hence, he ls not often
read by people who would most benefit from the expience.
One of Wright's considerations is that whites who look
down on blacks often do so £ranshallow, whlte middled a s s values, the very values which other blacks try to
a n b o d y a vicious cycle.

A scene from "Jesus", a new major motion picture faithfully recreated
from St. ~ u k e ' sgospel mrning to Oxford's Cheaha Cinma on Nov. 2nd.

Evie to appear in Birmingham
Evie Tornqulst Karlsson,
America's number one
female gospel artist, ulll
appear in concert Saturday
rught, November 17th a t
Bummgham-Jefferson Civlc
Center Concert Hall at 7:30
Pm.
EVIE was awarded the
hghest award posslble to a
gospel a r t i s t when she
received the 1978 DOVE
AWARD for bemg the top
female gospel artist of the
year.

EVIE tours with the Billy
Graham Crusade, performing on radio and T.V.
programs includmg big
crusades seen on network
T.V. She has just taped a
T.V. speclal with Johnny
Cash whlch w l l be alred thls
spring.

E V E has been on 7 world
tours, released 17 albums
and contmues to hold the
mmber ONE position on
ALL gospel musc charts.
The auditoriums where her

concerts are held are invariably packed to capacity
and Birmingham will be no
exception.
EVE
++Record World's Top
Irspirational Female Artist
1977 & 1978
++The
Top
Scandinavian Artist, winner of
Silver Star
++Has received Two
Gold &cords
++Today has b u r albums
No. 1,No.3, No.4.&No. 7m

National Religious Bestseller Charts
++Has SRO concert tours
throughout Europe,
England, Australia and New
Zealand.
This concert is under the
s p o n s o r s h i p
of
denominational & nondenominational churches
throughout the Birmingham
area. Tickets now available
at
Local
Christian
Bookstores 8r Central Ticket
m i c e . Further ticket in4
formation 251-4100.

According to Dr. Felgar, Richard Wright E important
because he delves into the emotional and
psychological p r o c e s s of leaving the pre-industrial
llfe-style and entering a foreign industrial world, an
experience which African blacks and participants in
third world cultures a r e facing today.
Dr. Felgar, who received his MA and PhD from Duke
University, stated that writing the book helped him to
become a better instructor.
"To teach well, you have to know more than you say.
You need to be able to pull out information and events a t
wll so you can get the point across in more than one way,"
said Felgar.
Anyone interested in dealing with the experiences of
ahenated minorities through the eyes of a man who intensely hved the cppression, would do well to read Native
Scn, Wright's first nwel which was banned from public
libraries in the 1940s.
Three other selections of merit would be Black Boy,
Wright's autobiography ; Uncle Tom's Children, a
collection of short stories; o r The Unfinished Quest of
Richard Wright, a biography written by Michel Fabre.

* For upcoming events
on &

off campus

* Concert information
* AND the best music
1

Saturday, November 17
Birmingham-Jefferson Civic Center

CONCERT HALL
Tickets

- $6.00 & $5.00 (all seats reserved)

Now ava~lableat
Central T~cketO f f ~ c e
Book Nook - Downtown
Book Nook - East Gate Shopp~ngCenter
Light House Chr~st~an
Book Store
Psalm I 50 (Homewood)
Bread of L ~ f eChr~st~an
Book Store

Jacksonville State Universitv

For k i l Order:

251-5100
322-2727
854-3333
595-3872
942-6048
879-5400

Enclose self addressed stamped envelope plus 506 for handlingCentral Ticket Office
1001 North Street
Birrningtianl, Alabama 35203
C/o EVlE concert

111

Further ticket information: 205-251-4100

Friday, November 2, 1979
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Sports
ecocksAND tradition
The history
By KATHY SHEEHY
The winning tradition involved in a Jacksonville
homecoming goes back a long way: 33 years. I t began in
1946when under Coach Dm Salls our f ootball team tied at
hmecaning, thus beginning this phenominal record.
The pageantry and enthusiasm which occurs is unique.
Coach Jim Fuller recalls the first time he witnessed the
event, as a spectator in 1969. "I was simply amazedat how
auniversity could get so enthused about a homecoming,"
he said. "There are so many people sharing a common
bcnd; not only the students, the faculty, and the team
itself, but people who cane back every year just for this
me game. No one can come on this campus without
realizing what homecoming means here."
The game with Livingston this week will give the
Gamecocks a much needed victory following their loss to
Delta State last weekend.
"We're playing a team that we've only played one other
time in the history of Jadcsonville's homecomings,"
Coach Fuller stated, "and that was two years ago when
we beat Livingtgn 44-7."
Livingston has experienced a sub-par season thus far,
yet they are determined to pull through this weekend.
According to the Livingston caches, if they can be victorious, they'll "feel as if they've hada successful season"
for they'd "rather beat Jacksonville than anyone else on
their schedule."
"We're not going to prepan? any differently for this
game, a s important as it is," C a c h Fuller commented. "I
think we can be succesful this weekend."
The team's 12 seniors will be the captains for the game
as it is the last time theyll w e r play here a t Jacksonville
State. "I think we have the best group of freshmen that
we've signed in the last several years," Coach Fuller
continued, "and well be depending on many of them as
well a s the other members of the team."
Jacksonville will enter the game with a 31-0-2 record
behind them. "This is a game we have to win," Coach
Fuller said. The importance cf a victory is almost beyond
the imagination.
If the Gamecocks can win their next two games with the
University of North Alabama and Troy, they'll complete a
decade of winning seasons for Jax State.
The situation appears to be a positive one for the years
to come as well. "I think we have a bright future ahead of
us," Coach Fuller concluded. "I'm proud to be here. I
dm't think there's any better University."

The game
sville), Eddie Garfinkle
(Miami, Fla.), Joe Henderson (Rome, Geo.), Mark
Huskey (Huntsville), Mike
Watts (Alexandria), Greg
Robinson (Alexandria), and
First, the game will James Moreen (Tallapoasa,
climax
h o m e c o m i n g Geo.). Jerome Coleman
festivities
and
the (Newnan, Geo.), a defensive
Gamecocks have never 10st a back, was injured earlier in
homecoming game (3102). the year and will not play.
Second, Jax State's hopes for
Jacksonville's seniors
a winning season will re st on
have had little difficulty
the outcome.
winning homecoming games
as JSU defeated Delta State,
Jacksonville State will 38-3, last year, Livington 44carny a 3-44 mark into the 7 in 1977, and Delta State, 24game against the Tigers, the 7, in 1976. The game with
Gamecocks' final home Iivington was the cnly time
game before hitting the mad JSU and Livingstcn have
for games at North Alabama met on JSU's homecoming.
and Troy State.
Jax State and Livingston
Homecomin g festivities will go into the game m the
kidred off here Tuesday heels of losses in Missisippi
night with a concert in Pete last weekend. Jax State lost
M a t h e w s C o l i s e u m , 38-21 to Delta State while
featuring the Atlanta Rhyth- Mississippi College rushed
m Section. The homecoming b r 500 yards in whipping the
queen was crowned Thur- m e r s , 30114.
sday night at the pep rally.
On Saturday morning, a
parade will be held at 10 a.m.
The Gamecocks had a
with an alumni luncheon set &ance+at victory in the final
b r 12 noon. The class of 1954 minutes, but quarterback
will be h onar ed .
Tony Bowen hit on a touch
down pass and Des Ball
The game will be the final scared his second TD of the
one for 11 seniors a t night on a punt return. 'Ihe
Jadr sonville. Seniors include two scores co vered 62 d 70
Dwayne Parker (Rome, yards.
Wayne McCoy, Terry
Geo.), Ray Brock (Pell
City), Wayne McCoy (Pell Stephens and James Moreen
City ), Rocky Riddle (Miami, scored JSU's three touch
Fla.), Rod Green (Hunt- dwns.
Jacksonville
State
University's game against
Livingston University will be
special to the Gamecocks for
a couple of reasons.

Photo Courtesv RICK TUBBS, THE JACKSONVILLE NEWS

Terry Stephens bulls ahead for JSU

Tension

s high as grapplers eye season opener

By ALEEN GIARK

The days have k e n clicking away one by one and the
every wrestler who
tenGon is slowly building bs @ach
b s worked hard, probably harder than any t h e in their
lives, just %ohave the cbance d s t a r t k g on a college
wrestling team.
The wrestling team laas just completed (fie long period
cS weight lifting and endramneeconditioning mdlisnow
gearing up for competition. Until now the first year head
m c h Mike Craft bas focused rn cmcfitioningbut now the
time has come to work (m the technical aspects and
match-type scriImaging.

THE TEAM IS only two weeks away from their first
match against Tennessee Tech and Craft is optimistic
abcut his team.
"We've got some people here who really want it bad,"
Craft said. "Those people who really want it, have been
putting forth the effort needed. We're going harder out
here on Lhe mat and the pecple who came out here tough
are perpetuating themselves to a high level of performance. "
Those noted by Craft a s being the stand-outs so far in
pre-season practice are Wolloway Vason, Anthony
Johnson, Frank Hovey and Scott Dennis.

e works

See GRAPPLERS Page I6

series of ups and downs

toward progress
By DRENDA CRAWFORD
The Jacksonville State University Athletic Deprtment
is fortunate to have a capable and outstancli?g leader a s
Jerry Cole. He has held this position as head of the JSU
Athletic Department for six years. His leadership has
been most effective and progresive.
Cole was born in Cleturne Caunty. Me attended Weaver
a d Anniston High School but he graduated from
Jacksonville High School. He received a football
scholarship from JSU in1953. After attending college for
b u r years, he received a Business degree in Bookkeeping.
Then he went into the Asmy far four years with a Regular
Army Commission.
After leaving the A m y , Cole went L i t ~the service
station b u s h e s with his father. H ~ E
:&!her died in 29"0.

Then he (Cole) sold out aria went LO work for N a t i ~ ~ t a l
G r i m n Building Materials for foltr y e a s . It was after
the four years that Cole received a call from Dr. Stone to
become athletic director.
Mr. Cole accepted the challenge that was presented to
him. He is presently the head director of the JSU AthJetie
Dept. Mr. Cole says that the p u p m e of the atiiletic
department is to give athletic progressive credit and pride
that the school and student body can relate tu arid CIQ it
ecmomically but spend as httle money and still maintain
the department's value. He feels that the superb support
cf the advinistrative body has made funds available to
upgrade our facilities. He believes that the athletic
department is equal and above the average of other
colleges but it can always stand improvement.
The athletic department has three basv programs:

See COLE Page 16

JOHNSON IS A returner and was one of the top perbrmers last year. He attended Johnson High School in

Volleyball team's season

Jerry Cole

e

Vasun came to Jax State from Chattahoochee Valley
Community College and was an outstanding performer for
CVCC. For the recod, Vason beat the JSU 188 pounder
twice last year in competition Vason originally comes
from Montgomery and wrestled far G. W. Carver High
School. He is expected to wrestle in the 126 pound weight
class this year.

Volbball coach Janice Pace

The JSU Lady Gamecocks have played
a lot of volleyball since the Georgia
experience. Play since then has been up
and down with some real bright spots and
=me very inconsistent ones. To tie up a
W n i k n q b e r 2 spot in the district, the
JSU women defeated Alabama A&M
twice, neither time
exhibiting the
aperior play they were capable of. One
bright spot in the past week was the
victories over UAB , a Division I school.
"We went three games here a t home
w~ththem, but when we went to UAB we
defeated them mtwo," said Pace. "The
first game we were down 13-4 and c a m
back to defeat them 17-15, 153. We had
excellent serving ability shuwn in those
games, particularly by Karen Hester and
Jan N icotra .
'"lay, in general, was very good and
very consistent. But this past weekendat
h m e , the iadies fell into a slump. Play
was much less exciting and less enthusklastic against both Mmtevallo and
Troy.
"We just couldn't get ourselves
together," said Pace, "and it proved to
be good for Montevallo."
The Falccns defeated JSU 15-10, 15-13.
With a little more life, JSU took on Troy
and beat them 6-15, 15-3, 15-7.
Monday, the ladies came out of their
slump with definite g a l in mind. In order
b tie for first place in district, it was
4 necessary to defeat the UNA Lions.
"We felt t4at since they heat us a t
home, we owed them one," s q d Pace.
As before it proved to be an exciting

two and one half hour buttle with both
teams having manents of brillianceand
some of confusion. The pressure was
very real and a t times was more than
either team could handle.
"We had a lot of serving errws, which,
I think, kept us from winning at least one
game and definitely held us back in all
the others," said Pace.
Cassie O'Hearne demcnstrated her
ability a t the net, not only in spiking, but
in consistent blocking and defensive
play.
The unity that has been a long time
coming is finally poking its head up with
the JSU team. Defensive plays in backcourt by Jan Nicotra and Ana Recuit,
many times, kept the Gamecocks alive
and again the consistent sewes of Karen
Hester and Jan Nicotra added g ~ a t l y .
Bath Debbie Seales and Tammy Snider
had good plays a t the net a t very crucial
times and Nan Jones cinched the victory
for JSU with the last two serves. The
game scores were as fbllows: 1215, 1513,
156, 1%15, 16-14.
"We felt as if we had wcn the Nationals
that night, and I must confecs, I'm not
sure if I could be happier if we do." said
Pace.
Later that night JSU defeated Judson
155, 15-9 with some outstanding contributions from both Kim Hester and
Carol Johnson.
JSU ladies finish up the regular season
next Tuesday against Tu&egee and
Auburn and then go on th the State
Tournament, Nav. 9-10 a t UAB.
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teams finish
fill season
By BfLLREYNER
The men's varsity tennis team, eagerly awaiting the
spring season, is currently playing pre-season dual
matches with colleges all wer the state.
Jacksonville State hosted a Fall Invitational Tournament Oct. 19-21. The competing teams were the
University of Auburn at Montgomery, Birmingham
,Southern, Jackscnville State, Gadsden State and West
Georgia. Acccrding to the men's coach, Glenn Roswal,
this was a good tournament for JSU to compete in because
JSU must beat these teams later in the spring in order to
go to the National Champiophips in Kansas City in May.
The results uf the invitational left JSU in third place. "It
was a disappohbng third. We just didn't play well and the
cornpehtion was good," Roswal said. The University of
Auburn at Montgomery won the tournament with Birmingham Southern (the defending district champions)
second.
Terry Turner, the team's top singles player, was runnerupin his flight in singles. n r n e r lost in the finals, 48,
6-3,64.Mike Weckwarth's performance also helped JSU.
U'eckwarth lost in the semifinals, 62, 7-6. In doubles
competition, Glen Cote and Duncan Hall improved the
team's standings kfore lming 74,743 in the semi - finals.
The ladies tennis team also canpeted in the Invitational
tournament. 'hey came in second with the University of
Alabama at Huntsville winning the tournament. Lorie
Howell and Schuyler Patterson both won their flights in
angles cornpetitian.
Since September the men's tennis team has been
playing other state colleges. JSU is 3-0 in dual matches
pating wins over Shwter, Birmingham Southern and
Gadsden College.
East year the tennis team had a 17-7 record finishing
third in the district. They also finished 26th in the nation in
the National Intercdlegiate Athletic Association (NAIA).
The national ranking was due f r a n the tremendous play
of Jackie and Terry Turner who were the dislrict doubles
champions. Jackie Tumer graduated but his brother,
Terry, is one of seven returning players.
Other players returning from last year are: Robert
Marmann, Benji Spann, Lee Taormina, Dave West, Jerry
Giles and Mike Wedcwarth. The rest of the team is
composed of Ali Lynch, Glen Cote, Duncan Hall, Stan
Dull, Clay Hightower, Tony Lundy, Bill Reyner and
Jimmy Wilson.
Besides having a team strong enough to win the district,
the players are from all along the east coast and also from
Canada and the West Indies, according to Roswal.
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Grapplers

Continued From Page 15
Huntsville. He is expected to wrestle in the 158 pound
weight class.

(ALRIGHT BOYS EVENING)
- (
PRACTICE.!? '-I

Frank Hovey is also a transfer f rom a junior college in
Virginia. He has not wrestled in cmpetition since high
school but has steadily improved since joining the team.
He attended Chamblee High School in Atlanta, and he is
apected to wrestle in the 167poundweightchss.
Dennis is a freshman and is wok ing hard for a starting
spot rn the team and if his practice performnce is
any thing to go on, he Aculd find himself starting a t either
the 126 or the 134 pound weight class. Dennis attended
Roc kdale High School in Conyers, Ga.
The main worry for any coach is the problem of injuries
and Craft has had enaugh already this fall.
"WE'VE NARROWED OUR roster down to about 35
people (after starting with 45) but when I say 'about' I
mean that they're not all healthy." Craft said, "In the last
couple of weeks we've had a few injuries. We have three
that came back this week but we still have six that are
cut."

With the number of injuries that fhe team has, the JSU
"Grapplers" are still working and woking hard for next
Saturday. What is next Satuday? In one week, those men
who want to wrestle varsity will have to wrestle against
their team matts and friends with the possibility of
hurting them and that means mentally as well as
physically. The wrestle-off is brsome, the biggest match
'cfthe entire season. The "Grapplers" wouldlike to invite
anyone and everyone to watch them wrestle-it-off this
Saturday before they take to the road. They have no home
matches until after the Christmas holidays. Make a point
cf being there. This team was originated last year and
with only freshmen on the team,they posted an 6-7-1
record. With the quality of wrestlers the team has this
year, they should be highly regarded in thesoutheast.

JSU's Robinson
brawny, brainy
By MARGE BURGER
Gree
Robinsona

Cole
Continued From Page 15

Mike Craft

By MARGE BURGER
Greg
Robinson,
a
State
Sac ksonville
University senior, a u l d very
apkopriately be described,
as big, brawny and
%rainy ."

The six foot, 200
pound Gamecock linebacker
h m Alexandria, has attained the respect of his
coaches and peers through
four years of h a d work and
dedication to JSU football.
@;reg has applied this same
profitable hardwork to his
aademic studies. It is not an
unlikely sight to see Greg
hovered over a Physical
Chemistry book or in Martin
Hall painstakingly working
through a tedious pmblem.
Obtaining a Chemistry
degree is a full-time job
within itself. but Greg's
application of time and
talent has been dfective
both on the field and in the
classroom.

-

Greg is friendly, courteous, easy-going andhighly
regarded by his fellow
students. He was recently
elected president of the
Student Affiliate Chapter cf
the American Chemical
Society at Jacksonville. Last
year Ja&sonvillels Chapter
was eiected one of the autstanding chapters in the
natnon and the office of
president is an important
and responsible position. The
ACS is designed to aid
chemistry majors and
minors with education and

Greg Robinson
employment. With Greg
Robinson
serving
as
president ,the ACS is assured
an active and successful
year.

1I

Continued From Page 15
£00tball, basketball and base ball. The other programs are
administered through the PE Department. The head
coaches of the programs are Rudy Abbott, head coach of
the baseball team and spoxts information director, Robert
Fuller, the head coach cf the football team, and Bill Jones,
the head coach of the badcetball team. Cole, along with
the other coaches, has a deep interest and concern for the
athletes' academic abilities as well as athletic.
Mr. Cole expresses a sincere and dedicated interest in
the students' attendance at the games. He appreciates the
enthusiasm that the students have displayed. He would
lave to listen and read the students' opinions, suggestions
for getting a successfuloutcome cf attendance by students
at all of the games. Cole s y s , "Cantact and a relationship
with the students is the job of his work and remember that
we're here to serve the studenb."

FOR HOMECOMING
NOV2 & 3

Fri. & Sat.
Forecast

Saloon

The Best Funk & Jazz Band in the S o u t h k t

Dear Custsmers :
We know its been hectic this week and everyone
is more than a little burned out. So we are offering a
Homecoming Special of a Combo 8 fries for $7.50.

Joker
Rock & Roll

We wid also have 25' draft from 7 till 33 take a
break from H.C. activities on us1

Monday Nov. 5

$3all the draft you can drink

J. E. Neeland, Jr.

ANT T O BE THE
TOP COCK
ON CAMPUS?

PROCEEDS W I L ~HELP
SUPPORT YOUR
GAMECOCK VARSITY
RIFLE TEAM

W H A ~1st ANNUAL GAMECOCK OPEN RIFLE CHAMPIONSHIP
WHO: Open to all JAX STATE students, faculty and staff
WHEN: Friday, November 2nd from $00 to 5rOO PM
WHERI: Indoor Rifle Range at the new Military Science Building
TROPHlESt l s t , 2nd, 3rd Place Male I s t , 2nd and 3rd Place Female
SPECIAL AWARD fraternity, sorority or organization with the
most entrants
...
,:.:.
corn *rewfor 20 shots ENTER AS MANY TIMES AS YOU WANT

-

-

''

Brother's

-

Tues.
7SC longneck

WHERE THE BEST PEOPLE
HEAR THE BESTMUSIC

-

41
gj

ridav.
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Steve Bonham: The
and times of U'S new
men's mnastics coach

1979 Volleyball team
From left to right, front row, Jan Nicrotra, Ana Recurt,
Karen Hester and Carol Johnson. Stauding, Coach Janice

Pace, Kim Hester, Nan Jones, Cassie O'Hearne, Debbie
Seales, Tammy Snider and manager Judy GillilaBd.

By KATHY SHEHY
As many may already
know, Mr. Steve Banham is
the new men's gnnrlqstics
coach here at JSU. A very
friendly and enthusiastic
young man, this 26-year-old
LSU graduate has a list of
gymnastics awards and
national honors which reads
like a chapter from Who's
who.
Coach Bonham came to
Jacksonville this past
August and, along with
coaching, is presently
completing his master's in
Physical Education.
He began his gymnastic
training at a YMCA in his
hametown of Birminglnm
during his freshman year a t
Huffman High School when
Robert Dillard, coach of our
women's
team,
"discovered" him. "He saw
me at the YMCA pool
working on some diving,"
Bonham explained, "and
when he got a gymnastics
program started, he cantacted me and asked if I was
interested."
After only two months, he
was entered in his first
gymnastics meet. "I got to
see what gymnastics was all
about," he said, "and after
that I was hooked."
Bonham remained with
Coach Dillard throughat his
high school years, and the
two spent a great deal of
time outside the gym
travelling to various gym
nastics clinics making use of
every opportunity to perfect
'new skills and learn new
methods and technique d
progressing in the sport.
During this time, Mr.
Bonham came in contact
with several influential

people
who
prayed
prominent roles in guiding
him through his early years
of training, one of these
being John Ellis, a former
coach at Jacksonville State.
As a Sophomore in high
school, Bonkm competed in
the AAU Junior Olympics,
and from this he was entered
in the YMCA Nationals for
two consecutive years. "It
was then," he remembers,
"that I realized I wanted to
become a gymnastics
coach. "
Upon graduation, he was
offered a scholarship to LSU
New Orleans where he
competed for two years
under Coach Lloyd Uvall.
"He was a super coach,"
Bonham states, "a very
knowledgeable man and a
super individual."
In his first year of college
competition, Bonham
participated in the NCAA
National Championships
where his team placed
seventh and he finished a
high sixth in the All-Around.
After Nationals the bllowing
year, the gymnastics
program a t LSU New
Orleans folded, and Bonham
wasaskedto join the team at
LSU coached by Amando
Vega.

Stwe B o n h m

respectively in these events.
After graduation, Bonham
remained at LSU for me
semester a s an assistant
coach before moving on to
coach the men's gymnastics
team at Baton Rouge High
Sdlool.
Two years later, the
Despite a fractured tibia opening for a men's coach at
received a t the start of his JSU attracted Coach
Junior year, his time with Bonham back to his home
CoachVegawas a rewarding state.
He is a thorough coach;
one. He was rated number
two in the nation an High Bar one who is concerned with
thmughout his Junior year more than merely ehe
and the following year was quality of his team's perrated in the top ten on both formance in competition.
High Bar and Parallel Bars. "My philosophy," he said,
At Nationals that year, he "is that 1try not to coach just
placed eighth and eleventh the athlete but the individual

person as well."
Me quotes two favori,te
cliches which reflect his
view; : .practice doesn't
make perfect; perfecr
practice niakesperfect', anci
'anything worth ~kving is
worth working for'. "F
believe that these will apply
throughout life, not just in
the g ~ m , "he added, "and 1
try to teach that through
gymnastics."
Our JSU men's gymnastics team is destined tc
cmtinue in being one of t h ~
finest kcovm due to thc
leadership and guidanw d
this highly talented anc
dedicated hdividual, CcaclSteve Boaham.

Wayne McCoy; always a thrill to watch

Photo by R I C K E . TUUUS
+!

At JSU

"Society of P.E. Scholars " initiated
Bj

AL,&N CLAKK

With the idea of the fact
that the world is going
t.llrough some mighty big
changes, Gene McKenzle
Sillam (Ph.D.) and Glen
Roswal
(Ph.D) have
decided it was about time to
mitiate the "Society of

Physical Education
Scholars".
Of course someone is going
to say what in the world is a
P.E. scholar, right? Well,
contray to popular belief,
there are a few "jocks" who
havea little more than a few
ioase marbles rolling around
in their heads. Mac and Glen

are two perfect aramples.
~Macdwells in the world of
body physiology while Glen
focuses his attention on the
very important a r e a of
special education. Now how
can "pea brains" be involved in that kind of "high
brow" work?
These two men have taken

JSU Basketball Schedule
This sason's basketball
successes will depend on
finding a replacement for
Kabert Clements, last year's
leading
scorer
and
rebounder. The team will
have experience and depth
at the perimeter pmitions.
'fie only question nlll be
rebounding strength and
DATE
hc. 1
B c . 7-8
Ikc. 10
k c . 15

.!an.

3

Jan. 5

Jan. 7
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

10
12

14
19
21
23
26

28

Jan. 331
I'eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

2

4
6
11

14
18
22
23

inside scoring ability.
This y e a r ' s basketball
team appears more united
and a closer-knit team that
encourages each other,
which will be a strong factor
in their success or failures
since most are new players
to the school and our system.
The 1'379-80 schedule is an

OPPONENT
Shorter College
JSii TipOEf Tournament:
.ISU, Steed College, B'ham
Sw thern.No. Ga. College
Att~ensCollege
Bx~nirlghamSouthern
Livingston University
Shorter College
Ihminican College
'1hy State University
Delta State Univergty
Mississippi of North Ala.
University of ?'enn.-Martin
Athens College
Delta State University
Mississippi Coilege
North Georgia College
Livingston University
Spring Hill College
Monkvallo University
Spring Hill College
Troy State University
Montevallo University
Univ. of Tenn.-Martin
LTniversity of No.Alabama

attempt to localize travel
due to economics and a l s ~to
renew a r e a rivalries. I t
includes a first time tip off
tournament here at JSU and
the strongest opponents over
a three state area. It should
prove very demanding to our
players and very exciting to
our fans.
TIME
6:30

Tt3X
730
7:30
7130
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
i:30
7:30
6: 30
7:30
7: 30
7:30
1:30
7: 30
7:30
7:30
7:30

LOCATION
Fbme, Ga.
Jacksonville

it upon themselves to bring
together the intellects of the
world of P.E. and are
planning to make their
pro gram something that is to
last.
U7hatis necessary to be in
the "Society of P.E.
Scholars"? F i s t of all, ycu
have to c a r r y or have
carried an over all G.P.A. of
2.0 in all hours attemted.
Second, you have to have an
over all G.P.A. of 2.0 in all
P.E. hours. Third, but not
least, you have to have made
some tvw of service contributioy to schools, community, etc., in P.E. or
related areas.
The purpose of the new
program is to:
1. Provide recognition for
students who have achieved
high academic standards in
the area of P.E.
2.
Broaden
student
educational experiences in a
rapidly changing discipline.
(The a r e a of P.E. has
developed into more than
just physical development, it
has evolved into a far more
diversified and scientific
field that has only started to

gmw.)
3. Function a s a service
organization in which to help
man adapt to a n ever
Athens, Ca.
changlng environment.
Birrning1hanar-n
Gene McKenzie Gillam
Livingston
c 1 0 v e q l ~ c a l l e d"Mac" by
Jacksonville
Ns friends) rioted that one of
Jac ksonviile
the main reasons h e was so
'ho )
iiitereskd in a new society
.lac ksonville
for the physical education
Jacksonville
field was the comment made
Florence
by President Jimmy Carter
Martin, Tenn.
on T.V. not long ago. Carter
Jacksonville
Cleveland, Miss. made the statement, "If
your chlld is not remiving
Clinton, Miss.
Dahlonega, Ga. adequate physical education
instruction, contact the
Jacksonville
President's Council on
Jacksonville
Physica! Fitness." When
Jacksonville
Mac heard that comment, he
Mobile
decided it was about time to
Jacksonville
be a part in the development
Montevallo
of physical fitness for
Jacksonville
America.
Jacksonville

I

"Look GOO 9 9
& Feel Grea

Through the Nautilus fitness program you can become stronger, faster,
have more endurance, greatly reduce your chances of injury and enhance
your ability to play any sport well!

A COMPLETE FITNESS PROGRAM FOR GUYS AND GALS

I
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K A tops Omega

Championships for I. M. started
The season is winding down in IM football and the
championship games began Thursday. In the Fraternity
League, Omega, Kappa Sig and Kappa Alpha all finished
the season with &lrecords. Kappa Sig played Kappa
Alpha Thursday, and the winner of that game will play
Omega on Monday. Solid Gold finished in the top spot in
the Independent League and they will play the winner of
the HwikkBCM g a m played on Tbmday. That match-

upwill be on Monday also. The winners of the two leagues
will play for the IM championship Thursday evening a t
Paul Snow Stadium before the pep rally. The women's
league championship got underway on Thursday between
the Blue Bears and the Stars. The wmner of that game will
play favored BCM Thursday evening after the pep rally in
the stadium.

Past JSU statistical leaders
RUSHING LEADERS
YEAR
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
1961
1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951
1950
1949
1948
1947

Kappa Si& holds on for win

NAME
P a t Clements
P a t Clements
Ken Kovacevich
Mike Hobson
Carey Chandler
Boyce Callahan
Boyce Cullahan
Boyce Callahan
Boyce Callahan
Bubba Long
Bubba Long
Bubba Long
Bubba Long
Robert Kelly
Bill Mills
Ray \'inson
Arland Carter
Arland Carter
Bill Kinzy
Wayne Keahey
Bill Nichols
J e r r y Duke
Billy Hicks
Phillip Smith
Al Woodham
Virgil Holder
Virgil Holder
John Krochina
John Krochina
Terry Hodges
John Williams
John LVilliams

PASSING LEADERS
YARDS

YEAR
1978

NAhIE
Bobby Ray Green
Bobby Ray Green
Larry Barnes
Larry Barnes
Larry Barnes
Ralph Brock
Ralph Brock
Doc Lett
Doc Lett
Doc Lett
Bruce
Peck
Richard Drawdy
Richard Drawdy
J o e Haynie
Ray Vinson
Ariand Carter
Arland Carter
Rayford Talley
Harold Shankles
Harold Shankles
Harold Shankles
Carl Harrison
F r e d d ~ eCasey
Gene Hanson
Gene Hanson
JLwDacus
J ~ h nKrochina
John Krochina
Terry Hodges
Mickey Washburn
Blackie Heath

YARDS
1564
1808
668
824
506
1293
1351
1115
1020
1322
1168
1059
1475
1093
852
4 80
347
749
220
389
350
236
256
412
240
210
322
242
228
348
200
241

I

ANTED: Adven-

rous Companion
I with no obligation.
I

Werience the excitement of adventure trainm.g courses inArmy ROTC.
I

There is no oblgation t o the Army as a freshman or sophomore.

Walking or running or riding
We Are The Cheapest.

Add Army ROTC to your college program and

I

you automatically add adventure to your campus life.

This is for you Jax State
HAPPY HOMECOMING!

S P R I N G SEMESTER COURSES
MSC 1 1 2
MSC 1 1 5

- Basic Rifle Marksmanship (NRA Certifiertf

MILLER C A N.................1

- First Aid/CPR (Red Cross Certified)
MSC 1 14 - Unarmed Self-Defense
MSC 21 1 - Leadership Management
MSC 21 2 - Mop Reading /Orienteering

2 pk,4.50 case 8.50

PABST C A Ne e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e ~2 pk14.00case 8.00

SCHLlTZ CANee.e...e.e.eeee~~
2 pk14.50 case 8.50
O L D MILWAULKEEe......12

See Your Class Schedule For Specific Section Times.

pb4.50

BUDWE1SEReeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeq~2 pkS.25 c a s e 1 0.00
MICHELOBeeeeemeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

@ArmyROTC.

case 8.50

I

case 12.00

Free Carp for livingston Fans after game.

